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PREFACE 

In Octohr 1945, the War Department (now Department of the 
Army) requested the Geological Survey to undertake a program of 
volcano investigations in the Aleutian Islands and Alaska Penin- 
sula area. The first field studies were made during the years 
1948-48. The results of the first year's field, laboratmy, and 
library work were hastily asgembled as two administrative re- 
ports, and most of these data have been revised for publication 
in Geological Survey Bulletin 1028. Part of the early work waw 
published in 1960 in Bulletin 97'4-B, "Volcanic Activity in the 
Aleutian Arc,'* and din 1951 in Bulletin 989-A, "Geology of Buldir 
Island, Aleutian Islands, Alaska," both by Rob& R. Coats. Addi- 
tional fieldwork was done during the yeare 1949-64. UnpuMished 
results of the early work and all the hter studiw are being in- 
corporated as parts of Bulletin 1028. The investigations of 1946 
were supported almost entirely by the Office, Chief of Engineers, 
U.S. Army. From 194765 the Departments of the A m y ,  Navy, 
and Air Force joined to furnish financial and logistic assistance. 
The Geological Survey is indebted to the Office, Chief of Engi- 
neers, for its early recognition of the value of geologic ~tudies in 
the Aleutian region, and to the several military department~l for 
their support. 
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INVESTIGATIONS OF ALASKAN VOLCANOES 
- . - 

SOME EFFECTS OF RECENT VOLCANIC ASH FALLS, 
WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO ALASKA 

Moat hbbric and lab prehistoric volcanic eruptions of A h h  have yielded 
a high pmportfon of fragmental material in the form of mh, w h m  edpecta am 
felt aver wider areas than t h w  of lava flows becnutuse of the wide distribution 
d ash by winda Some 6 cubic dlea of fragmental material wag empW 
during the firat 3 days of the spedacular Mwnt K a h a i  ernption of 1912, 
and much of it WBLI sp& over large areas of the Alaska Peninmula and 
Kdiak  Idand, producing extensive, but not permanent, damage+ h a  fnknsre 
Alaskan eruptions were thme of Okmok Volcano in 1946, Trident: Volcano in 
1962, and Mount Spun in f 953. 

Because of the scmtinim of records of Aldan eruptions and their effecte, 
data from several I d A m  dmrnenhd mptions in othe~ parts of the world are 
used here to fill in the m w  of behavior expected of future Alaskan mptiona. 
The importance of wind d i d o m ,  wind sped ,  and rainfall in afFwting the 
distribution of mh fall is illustratea by the wuptions of  Hekla in Eeland, 
Volc411 Quizapd in Chile, Gunung Kelud in Java, and Paricntin in Mexico, 
and by that of Mount Katmd in Alaska. Wind mx diagrarm compiled fmm 
upper-wind data at s e l d  Alaskan. stations enable crude s s t i m a k  to be 
mads of tha probabilities of ash fall fm futnre eruptions in particular 
AIaakan areas. 

Muah needlw fear of volcanic eruptions can be pmwnted by a foreknowL 
edge of the range of ef& that may be expected. The danger from poisonous 
w, for instance, is aeldom pment, especially at the distances of most 
Alaskan communities from the potentially active vents, Few historic Alaskan 
lava flow have extended more than a few mil- from the sow=, and ash 
fall from the moderate activity that charactmhre the great majciity of 
AIaakm euptiom is c6mmody less dangerous than it is inconv&nt, f iver-  
thelem, volcanic activity in Alaska mu& command an attitude of respect 
became of its great potential and because of the chance that great damage 
will be done by the mwiond e x ~ r d i w r i l y  strong eruption. 

A mantle of ash more than a fear inch= thick over the countryside can 
radical1y increase runoff; with accompanying impmtant &ect9 on water 
supply, tranaporbtion, and amicnlhre, not only d u r b ,  but. dso for some 
time after, the ash fa3L FIoods and mudflows may damage travel arteries, 
water ressrvoim, and crop land. Ash fall itself may totally destroy growing 
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cmps; but if Ute deposit is not more than tr Sew i n d m  thick, as at Kodiak 
Island in 1913, the next few ~eamns' plantim may m u l t  in normal or even 
improved h a r v a b  because of the beneficid mechanical and chemical aflecta 
of the ash that is worked into the old mil. Volcanic cmmonly contain 
Important amounh of calcium, potassium, and phosphorus available for plant 
nutrition-me are rich enough b encourage their w e  ferttlhr& Tha 
nearly oomplete Iaek of available nitrogen in moat v o h i c  ash and the special 
chemical and physical properties of raw ash impose handicaps to its direct 
ntilization as a mil, however, and theae charackrs must mdified by ~ o m e  

means for s u ~ f u l  cropping. 
The re~)very of natural vegetation m y  make great progrw in only a 

season or two in areas where the ash fall dewit is I-% tban a f& thick and 
rainfall ia adequate, as wm shown at Kodiak Island after the emtion of 
Mount Katmai in 1912. With -tar thickness of ash or in drier cl imb, the 
rate of recovery may h proportionably slower; the initial lack of available 
ni- in the raw aah appears fa b an important obstacle. On bare lava 
flowm the rab of recovery i s  enomnaly slower than on ash under ~imilar 
climstic conditions; it is  delayed both by the lack & nitrogen and by tbe slow 
rate of Breakdown of the lava to a mil. The course of recovery usually d m  
not wait on the f ormstion of a midual soil, hawever, for p1mb get a fwthdd 
in crevieea partly filled by a i r h e  dust. In the case of lava flows covered by 
ash-fall deposittr of the same eruption or by reworked clmtic material, the 
progress of colonization by plants becomea much the same m that on ash fall 
alone. 

INTRODUCTION 

More than 250 separate eruptions have been oba~wed from 39 
Alaskan volcanws during slightly less than 200 years of recorded 
history of the region, and many more eruptions must have gone 
unobserved in isolated arm, The frequencies of eruption have 
apparently varied considerably from d w d e  to d W e ,  and ac- 
cording to  Coats (1950) wuptions have occurred with greater 
frequency about the years 1770,1790,1830,19XO, and 1930. There 
have usually been one or two eruptions a year, rtnd no doubt 
airnilar behavior may be expected in the future. This paper will 
present descriptions of ~everal pmt volcanic eruptions in Alaska, 
and, with the aid of this and information from certain eruptions in 
other parts of the world, will attempt to explore the problems that 
might have to be solved by communities or by organizations 
operating in the Alaalran region. Although ready solutions are 
not offered, it is hoped that this diacnasion will result in an 
awarenass of the nature and mope of the problems that wiIl help 
in dealing with them when they arise. 

The wrZter is indebted to wlleagues in the Geological Survey; 
especially G .  A. Macdonald, for helpful criticism and augp;estions 
in compiling this paper. An early draft of the manuscript was 
read and criticized by Dr. V. B. Cahalane of the New York State 
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Museum, and by Dr. W. D. Keller and Dr. E. R. Graham of the 
University of Missouri, and their help is gratefully acknowledged. 
Thanks are due Dr. Harry Wexler of the U.S. Weather Bureau 
for helpful discussion and for making available the date on which 
the map montages of figures 12 to  15 are based. The Coast and 
Geodetic Survey kindly furnished copies of the seismic record a t  
College, Alaska, of the period before and during the eruption of 
Mount Spurr on July 9,1953. 

' 

For the purpose of the present discussion the volcanic phenom- 
ena can be divided into two types: (1) lava flows, ash flows, and 
volcanic landslides; and (2) ash falls and gases. Damage to 
human habitation by flows of lava and ash has not figured prom- 
inently in Alaska, mostly because they extend only short distances 
from the volcanoes ; in inhabited areas, however, the destruction 
could be complete. Damage by ash falls and gases may extend 
many miles downwind and be accompanied or followed by damage 
from floods and mudflows. Most consideration is here given to the 
effects of ash falls, both because of their more common occurrence 
and wider extent and because there seem to be more chances to 
reduce their harmful effects by directed effort. 

The present paper does not deal with seismic sea waves 
("tsunamis", often incorrectly called "tidal waves") and seiches 
generated by submarine earthquakes, some of which may be 
associated with volcanic eruptions. For these phenomena the 
reader is referred to Gutenberg and Richter (1954, p. 94) for a 
general discussion and especially to  Imamura (1937, p. 126), who 
discusses them with special attention also to volcanic earthquakes 
and volcanic eruptions. Also left out of consideration here are the 
possible indirect effects of volcanic activity on climate. These 
effects, due perhaps mainly to absorption of sunlight by extremely 
fine ash blown to great heights in some major eruptions and 
spread by winds to form a world-wide blanket, have long been the 
subject of controversy and have recently been discussed by Wex- 
ler (1951). 

The area seemingly most likely to be affected by volcanic 
activity includes not only the active volcanic zone itself, extend- 
ing 1,600 miles from Mount Spurr near Anchorage southwestward 
out the Alaska Peninsula and westward nearly to the end of the 
Aleutian Islands chain (pl. 54), but also the adjacent areas that 
might be reached by ash falls, principally Kodiak Island, the 
Kenai Peninsula, and even points farther east. Few historic 
eruptions have been noted in other parts of Alaska, but there 
are several other areas in which the volcanic activity cannot with 
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certainty be Baid tO be &in& In point is the late prehistoric 
eruption that blanketed the White River near the Canadian 
brder with a great ash blankek m i b l y  about 1,400 years a84 
according ta Cappa (1915). Here, ah, &odd be noted the 
several mild steam and "smoke" eruptiona from Mount Wrangell, 
suspected puffe from nearby Mount Blackbun and Mount Sanford 
in the WrangeH Mountaina 200 milas =at of Anchorage* and 
finally the very recent volcmic a h  depolsifa around Mount Edge 
cumbe on Kruzof Island in southeastern Alaska and the Indim 
legender of its activity. Volcanic r& and deposits of recent 
origin in British Columbia and the Yukon have been list& by Ham- 
son (19341, and they indicab the pcwaibilitg oP eruptiom from 
centers in ateas adjacent ta Alaska. 

The geology of the volwic region is known only in reconmis- 
m c e .  Spuds (1900) aurvey of ~ u t h w ~ r n  Alaska gives mwt 
of the meager record of the appearance of the I E a U  country 
before its physiognomy was drastically changed by the eruption 
of Mount K a W  in 1912 Atwood (1911) outlined the geology 
from rapid rer:onnaiwxmce through parts of the peninsula and 
adjacent i~hnds. Martin and K a h  (1912) dmcribed the region 
near IZiamna Volcano, and Smith (1926) and Kaappen (1929) 
brieily described Aniakchak volcano. Cappa (1929, 1930, and 
1935) described the geology of the eouthem Ahaka Range, indud- 
ing Mount Spurn, the volcano at the extreme northea~krn end of 
the volcanic zone, and furnished no& (Capps, 1934) on the 
geology of several islanda in the Aleutian chain. Volcanic activity 
in the eastern Aleutians i s  briefly dle9eriM by Jaggar (1908) in 
'the mxuunt of his 1907 exmition. The wlcanologid and 
petxologid d t s  of the National Geographic Smiety'~ early 
expeditions to Mount Gtmai are admirably reported by Griggs 
(1918,1919a and b ,  1922) and by Fenner ( 1920,1925,1925, 1930, 
and 1960). Finch (1934, 1935) reported on the activity of Shis- 
haldin YoEwmo and Akutan Peak: in the eahm Aleutians. 

From 1946-64 the Geological Survey did reconnais~ce ge+ 
logic mapping, bgether with some geophydeal work and obser- 
vation of volcanic activih at ael- localities In the Aleu4iana. 
The record of volcanic activity is thus somewhat more compld  
for this than for former periods, but many gap exist in the 
rewrd even after 1946. A list of historic eruptiona was compiled 
by Coata (1950) and a more complete Bumnary of Alaskan vol- 
cmm~ is k i n g  prepared by Cwta for the "Catalwe of Active 
Volcanoas of the World," tu be published by the InWtionaE 
Volcanological -iation. Preliminary reports have been made 
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on various parts of the Aleutians and the peninsula (Simons and 
Mathewson, 1966; Kennedy and Waldron, 1966 ; Cmh, 2956a, b, 
and G )  and other8 are in preparation. In 1953 and 1954 the Na- 
tional Park Service, in cooperntion with the National Gwgraphic 
Society rtnd the Department of Defense, ~ponsored an expedition 
into the Kafmai National Monument to study problems of geology, 
botany, and zoology ariaing from the 1912 eruption; the resultrr 
are being prep- for publication by G. L. Curtis, V. 11. CahaIane, 
and othem. 

UEOGRAPEIY 

The backbone of the Alaska Peninsula, is the Aleutian Range, a 
zone of volcantm and foIded and faulted rnountainsr (PI. 64) ex- 
tending muthw&ard from the nonvolcanic Alaska Range, Still 
farther aouthwegtward along the peninsula, the mountains are 
lower and the peninsula namower and more indented ; it is finally 
terminated by a aaddle helow sea level (lsanokki Strait), and 
the mountain range is continued as the mostly submerged Aleutian 
chain of island vo lanw.  This chain extends westward in a long 
arc for a thouaand miles with generally decreasing size of islands 
and increasing lengtha of open water between, Hiska Volcano, 
200 miles short of the w&m end of the chain, is the wwternmost 
volcano known to have been active in historic time. Buldir vol- 
cano, 50 mil- farther west, has been active in postglacial time 
and cannot be d d  to be extinct. T h m  h u n d d  miIes of open 
water =parah Attu Idand, the westernmost of the American 
Aleutian Island& from the Russian Eomandorskiye Ostmva, which 
in turn lie 200 miles from the Kamchatka Peninsula, park of a 
separate volcanic am. 

Northwest of the peninsula, the Bering Ses is quite shallow. 
The 600-fmt depth Pine rum generally northwed from Unimak 
Pass and marks the beginning of a relatively s t e p  slope westward 
down to depths of 12,000 f &. To the north of the middle and 
w d x m  parka of the Aleutian chain, the floor of t he  Bering Sea 
is quite flat, mostly at depths s h u t  12,000 feet, broken only by 
the curving submerged ridge of Bowera Bank, which extends 150 
milen northward from Arnchitka Islsnd, The aouth flank of the 
sibmerged Aleutian mountain range #lopa down to a maximum 
depth of abut 24,000 f w% in the Aleutian Trench, thence the 
bottom rises ta the rolling Amr of the Pacific Ocean at  depths 
between 15,000 and 20,000 feet. The beautiful geometrfc plan 
of the arc: and of the trough in front of it has couafxrpmta in 
the ~ v e r d  other island arcs e m u n d i n g  the Pacific basin ; the 
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fcamcbtka-Kurile arc, the J a m  arc, and the Philippine arc are 
examples, which, with the Aleutian arc, undoubtedly reflect major 
crustal ~tructures. All are volcanically and seismically active, and 
their volcanoes erupt materials chemically and mineralogically 
similar. The common structural Interpretation is that the troughs 
mark the trams of major crughl fractures sloping toward the 
concave Eifd~ of the arcs (northward in the case of the Aleu- 
tians), and that there has been overthruskinfl along this fracture. 
The lwus of surface volcmic activity lim coma miles inside the 
trace of this supposed fault zone, pr~umabiy above the inter- 
wt ion of the major fracture with molten or potentially molten 
eon= at depth. 
The young volcanic rocks of the Aleutian arr: we mainly of 

basaltic and andssitic composition, with minor m n t a  of 
rhyolitic or dacitic materials. Chemically they belong fm the 
"calcic" auite of volcanic m k s ,  that ia, one in which the ratio of 
mlcium to alkalies is relatively high for a given ailica content. 
On the peninsula the exposures of young volcanic m k s  am sub- 
ordinate in a m  to older sedimentary, metamorphic, and plutonic 
igneous r h ;  on the islands the reverse is generally true, and 
there also much of the sedimentary r d  is composed of only 
slightly reworked volmnic materials. 

Most of the civil communities in the neighborhood d! the main 
Alwkan volcanic zone are small and the intervening a r m  apareely 
populated. Chief industries are fishing, cattle and &eep mising, 
and a limited amount of farming. The small population near the 
active volcanoes of Alaska is in sharp c o n h t  to the situation in 
such areas as Java or near Vesuvizls and Etm in Italy, where 
interne agricultural development extends to the bases or even 
up the flanks of intermittently active volcanoes. As poinkd out 
by Sapper (19261, population densilty m d  mnomic development 
are important considerations in choosing practical protective 
m w u w  againat effects of volcanic eruptions. 

The mainland end of the Alaska Peninada is forested, but 
t w  are virtually a h n t  mathwest of a line through Kodiak Is- 
land and the Mount Katmai regim. Because the trees along this 
"timberline" are mostly young and not particularly stunbd, Griggs 
(1934) concluded that the timberline is moving dowly wmtwahl 
under the influence of postglacial reforestation Qn the islands 
a few scrub willows are found in protected valleya, but in general 
the t r ~  grow and survive only where spwially cwed for. Even 
these do not thrive and their ;seedlings rarely persist (Bruce and 
Court, 1946). The dominant cover on the islanda and the weatern 



part of the peninsula consists of grasses, sedges, mosses, and 
ferns growing on soils that have been designated as "tundra" "ps 
by Kellogg and Nygard (1951). Animal life on the islands is 
limited to mice, shrews, ground squirrels, foxes, rabbits, birds, 
and a few imported herds of sheep and caribou. Alaskan brown 
bear are known on Unimak Island, at  the end of the peninsula, 
but not farther west. 

CHARACTER OF ALAsKAN ERUPTION8 

Much of the material erupted from Alaskan volcanoes during 
historic time has been pyroclastic, that is, it has been thrown 
out in a frajgnental condition as ash, lapilli, or bombs, to travel 
downwind varioua distances depending on its frothiness or finen%% 
and on the intensity of the winds. A minor quantity has been 
erupted ss lava. The large amount of pyroclastic material in the 
older deposits of the peninsula and the islands attest to much 
explosive activity in the late prehistoric eruptions aka 

The effects of predominantly explosive eruptions are different 
than thoL% of predominantly effusive (lava-producing) eruptions. 
The ash of the explosive eruptions may be distributed much 
farther and over greater areas than the lava of effusive eruptions, 
and it  may be ~ccompanied by reactive gases and fumes and 
chemicals absorbed on the ash particles. The ash, as deposited, 
is ~enemlly more vulnerable than lava to weathering presses  
and is potentially more adequate as a soil, mainly because of the 
greater amount of surface exposure to soil-forming solut.ions; in 
addition, it is easily reworked and mixed into old soil, either 
naturally or artificially, h u u e  of its mechanicaI condition. 

Four historic Al~skan eruptions, namely, the 1912 eruption of 
Mount Katmai, the 1945 eruption of Okmok Volcano, the 1952 
eruption of Trident, and the 1953 eruption of Mount Spurr, pro- 
vide examples of the range of past explosivity and intensity, no 
doubt comparable to those of the future. The Mount Katmai 
eruption is justifiably famous for its  great intensity and extensive 
damage. The othess were comparatively mcderate and perhap 
more representative. It is impohnt to note that three of these, 
Mount Katmai, Trident, and Mount Spun, had no record of 
previous eruptions in historic time and to bear in mind that m e  
future eruption8 no doubt will come from vent& not known to 
have been recently setive. 

~ U P T I O ~  OF M o m  Ed.TxAl m asla 
In early June 1912, Mount Katmai, after apparently centuries 

of quiwxnce, burst out in an eruption that was the greateat 
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volcanic cahtrophe in the recorded h i e b y  of Ala%lka. More 
than 6 cubic miles of ash and pumice were blown into the air 
fnwn Mount Katmai and the adjaeent venb in the Valley of 
Ten Thoumd Smokes. Measurements of thicknw of nsh by the 
1953 Katmai Expedition led Curtis (1955) to conclude that, con- 
trary to previous opinions, almmt all the material wm erupted 
from vents in the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes and &at Mount 
K a h i  played only a subordinate role in the eruption. Much of 
the ash was carrid by winds into the ewtheastern and northern 
quaibmta (fig. 62). Although a gmat deal of it fell at sea, 

Prom I t a m p  of m-t U mnd th. tf.tla d Ta w n d  1 9 d r .  A h a h  r h w I n ~  
thltkman of u h  b w l t  Imm the arrptEon le Jana 1012 ( m l l l s r  G r i m ,  I O t Z ,  and Menard, 1 9 6 8 ) .  

vegetation mu  mothered over thouaanda of wuare milea on the 
mainland and on Kodiak Idmd. The maximum depths of ash fall 
material in the  vicinity of Mount Katmai were more than 50 
feet, while 100 miles to  the southeast at  Kodiak village it  was only 
a b u t  10 inches-snough, however, to cause extreme damage to  
buildings and crops, 

The moat complete account of the eruption of Mount Kahna? 
is given by Griggs (1922), who alludea to the lack of definite 
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information abut events leading up to the eruption and what 
was happening during the eruption. As much aa 5 days before 
the eruption, earthquakes began at Katmai village on the Pacific 
share some 20 miles from the volcano. The people of Katmai 
village had -me ~n, frightened by earthquakw that, on June 4, 
they moved 10 miles down the cimt to camp at Cap Kubugakli, 
and when the eruption broke out on June 5, Uley proceeded another 
20 miles along the coast to the village of Cold Bay (now known 
as Pude Bay). Villagem at Sawnoski, about 20 milea northwest 
of Mount Katmaj, likewise were frightened by the preliminary 
earth tranora but did not begin their move until the eruption 
started on June 6. Then, with great difficulty, they made their way 
the 60 miles to the village of Naknek on the north coast of the 
AIaahn Peninsula. 
On the evening of June 6, a supprreed eruptive cloud was seen 

from Cold Bay (now Puale Bay), 40 miles southwest of Mount 
htmai,  and during the morning of June 6 several large explosions 
were heard in Seldovia, 150 miles northeast. At about 1 :00 p.m. 
on June 6 the great explosions of the main phaae of the eruption 
began and continued for 254 d m .  The major explmiona occurred 
st a b u t  3 :00 p.m and 21 :00 p.m on June 6 and at about 11 :OQ 
p.m. on June 7. From w h t  can be made of the fragmentary ac- 
counts it ~eem that fairly strong eruptions mntinued for several 
week& after which there was a general diminution of the amount 
of ash being erupted but a continuation of earth tremors and gas- 
laden explmfona for seven1 months. 
No seismographs were elme enough b record the preliminary 

earthquakes, of which there were probably many hm weak to be 
felt, but which would have been recordable inatnunentally, The 
quakea accompanying the first few days of the eruption ibelf, 
however, were so Btrong that they were picked up by geismographs 
at  Victoria, British Columbia, and Seattle, Wash. Air shock w a v ~  
of the explosions were reported to have been a m  from Seldovia, 
150 miles away, and the n o h  to hare ken heard at Juneau, 760 
miles away. Curiously, the no iw  were not reported to have been 
heard at ICodiak only 100 milea away ; this was attributed to the 
rnvming effect of the ~h cloud, presumably already in the air 
between the volcano and Hdiak fsland. It has been suggested 
abo that such phenomena may be due to refraction of mund waves 
by a layered atmosphere, perhap in the manner in which Guten- 
berg and Richter (1931) accounted for the abnormal audibility, 
at several localitia far inland, of naval gunfire off the coast of 
California. 
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All the obemations of explusione were made from a great 
d i m ,  and it was univeraalIy assumed that the eruptions took 
p h  from Mount Katmai. When Grigm and the National Geo- 
graphic Smiety party finally mwhed the m n e  several yeam later 
they found that a huge caldera, 2 miles in diameter, had formed 
in the summit area of Mount Katmai. In addition, they found a 
vdIey extending westward from the western bme of the mountain 
filled with a atill skming mixture of ash and lava lumps that 
must have moved as a tremendous ash flow from a murce near 
the basr! of Mount K a h i .  They concluded that this mabrial 
had erupted first, and then been covered by ~ v e r a l  feet of layered 
airhame aah from the eruption of Mount Katmai. Actually their 
observations do not rule out the pchsacibility that almost all the 
eruptive material came from the valley venta, as auggeskd by 
Curtis (1956). The shape of Mount; Katmai More the eruption 
is only imperfectly known and there has been speculation whether 
a small crakr might a M y  have been present in its summit. It 
seems fairly well agreed that during, or verg soon after, the 
eruption the mt -Idera formed in its a m i t ,  probably by 
collapm 

E B P P m O E  OF OEIY[OIK TOWAX0 SM 1846 

Okmok Volcano is a wklera, 6 mil= in diameter, in the broad 
mountain dominating the norhastem portion of Umnak Ialand, 
200 miles west-southwest of the tip of the h k a  Peninsula, 
Eight eruptions had been reported More 1945, probably origi- 
nating from more than one vent in the broad floor of the d d e r a  ; 
the laat reported had occurred in 1938. 
On June 1, 1945, a a h r p  earthquake was felt at the Umnak 

Idand mmy bme on the east side of the mountain. Nothing other- 
wise unuwal was noted, and the ria of the ddersa was hidden 
by persistent low clouds. Orm June 4, pilots reported a wlumn of 
bIack ash riaiog from the southern part of the caldera to a height 
of 9,000 feet, and that evening the clouds lifted above the rim to 
reveal red reflections. Attempts to reach the site of eruption 
were thwarted until June 10 when the weather cleared. On thie 
date ash was being erupted copiously from a d 1  cinder cone 
near the southwest edge of the caldera Awr ruld lava was flowing 
from the base of the cone. The lava atream broadened to abut  
40 f e t  and flowed at a rate of abut 30 feet per minute at the 
surface. It warr flowing in a wide circle to the east md north, 
undermining a 1 4   ma^ of iee in the wuthern past of the 
caldera. The airborne ah, being car ied  mutheasterly at that 
time, had f omed a coat.i~ depoait several feet thick on the ice of 



the caldera floor and aevera1 inches thick on the rim of the caldera. 
Nine miles southefat only a fraction of an inch of w h  waa depmiterl. 

The lava flow extended 4 miles in abut  a month of intermit- 
tent, but declining, activity. By late July, lava effusion practically 
ceaaed and the amount of assah in the eruptive column generally 
decrwed until only steam waa emitted, and that only in weak 
surges, In December 1946, there warr a brief resurgence of ac- 
tivity with a amall lava flow and light aah fall. In. dl, no signifi- 
cant damage WW done by the aah faI1, and i t  was apparent at an 
early stage that m y  1arg.e amount of lava would be effectively 
confined within the caldera, 

ERUPTI019 OF TRIDENT VOLCANO M 1958 

Trident Volcano, with no record of previous historic activity, 
broke out in a flank eruption on February 15,1962. Only about 5 
miles southwest of Mount Katmai and 3 milea southeast of the 
vent area of the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, this was the first 
appreciable eruption in the Mount Ka-tmai area since 1912, 
although there have been minor ash eruptions from close by 
Mount Mag& Mount Martin, and Novarupta, and a few miner 
outbursts from Mount Katmai itself. 

Much ash wan ejected from Trident in the initial bur& and 
reached altitudes near 30,000 feet (Snyder, 19541, but cIouds and 
bad weather prevented immediate. identification of the source. 
The cloud cover peraistd for 2 days and aerial observations, 
limited largely to the material risjng above the clouds, indicated 
that basidea Trident, at l a s t  one other vent, perhaps Mount Mar- 
tin or Mount Mageik, muat have been contributing to the eruptions 
of the first several days. 
On February 18, the weather cleared to show a gray column of 

ash and steam rising from a vent at about 3,600 feet on the 
southwest flank of Trident, but only the usual amount of steam 
from Mount Markin and Mount Mageik. The Trident vent was 
apparently just beginning to produce a vi~cous blocky lava flow 
about 800 feet in diameter at the vent. Reports of "long streams 
of molten lava" were obviously erroneous and perhaps had their 
basis in the mudflows and Aoods compmd of aah and melt water 
that coursed down the flank of the mountain. 

Observation was hampered by the characteri~tidly bad weather 
of the region at that season of the year, but flights on February 
21 and 27 and March 4,9, and I1 ~ h o w d  much-redud explosive 
activity and ash production while the viscou~ lava built up a dome- 
shaped lobe threwuarters of a mile broad and a mile long down- 
slope. Explosions recurred briefly on March 24. During the next 
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few months the bva dome grew in height by addition of lava 
but immmed little in length. Sometime before June 2, a landslide 
carried material from the tae of the lava dome another mile 
downslope. Brief minor explosions of aeh continued through the 
summer, d another lava Aow, apparently of more fluid material, 
moved out fmm the source area in a tongue that evenWly 
reached a length of about 2v2 railw. M y  s few minor ash 
eruptions were noted during the £dl and winter of 1962, 

During the period of intense eruption, few obeewations of di- 
rections of a& transport could be made, and the h w e s ~ b i l i t g  of 
the area prevmd measurements on the gmmd. On February 
18, a bladlcet & a ~ h  was men to cover the ;snow wed of the vent, 
but near snow hsd effmtively conceded the of ash ddiatrih- 
tion of the frrst 2 day8 of eruption. AH obsemationa until Feb 
ruarg 27 now winds carrying aah westward ur northwestward, 
and &ah covered the ground as far as 60 miles, m u n d  Nalrnek 
Lake. SubequentIy the ash of subsiding eruptive surges was 
carried mainly into the south& and eaart quadrants. 

The volume of the I a n  erupted More June 1963 was computed 
to be between 300 a d  400 million cubic yards (Snyder, 1964), 
and later Slfomtion indiwW that the volume of the dome ap- 
proached 500 million cubic yards by October 26. The volume of 
ash, mwt of which w~ expelled in the early part of the eruption, 
is estimated to have been between 7 and 70 million cubic yards, 
making a poasible total of 5'70 ~ l l i o n  cubic yards on 0.N cubic 
mile of material. 

EBIJPTXOls OB xorrar m n R  xrl 1958 

At 6 :00 am. on July 9, 1953, a g2acier-filled v a t  on. the south 
llmk a€ Mount; Spurr erupted with tremendous violence, SRwting 
a mu&oom cloud like an atom-bomb cloud ta a height of 60,000 
or 10,000 feet in a ma& orf mm 40 minu&. By good chance 
the eruption was witmwed from it8 onaet by plane pilots whose 
p h o h  and d d p t i o n s  provide a valuable rwlnrd of tkds tg.pe crP 
eruption (Juhle and Coulter, 1956). The bulk of material of the 
eruption was bbwn out in only a few brief' sum on July 9, and 
was carried due eastward a c r m  the city of h h ~ a g e ,  80 miles 
away. No lava Aom occurred, and during the next few weeks 
the eruption subdded to a we& emikon of atsam. 

The outbreak did not occur at the summit of M m t  Spurr, but 
at a point about 7,000 feet above sea levid on the mu* &odder 
of the mountain just above the gorge of the Cbahehatmrs River. 
No historic mod of eruptions of this m o k h  vmh on Mom* 
Spurr prior .to 1953 are b w n ,  except for minor embdons of 
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Bteam ie 1927. P h h  of M m t  Spum taken More July 9 &ow 
a wntinuous cover of ice over the area of the July 9 vent, with 
s w U  glatciem extending d m  the flank. A mantle of pumice 
under the t u r f  of the region, noted by Capm (1935, p. 871, indi- 
cates sr relatively recent eruption from thier or w b y  vents. 

The only premonitory sympbm recognized seems to have loeen 
an increasd fumarolic activity in the peak area nokt  by pilots 
during the latter part of May (Fairbanks News-Miner, May 21, 
1953, p. 9). The seismic record at College, 300 miles nothead af 
Mount Spm,  showed that for the evening of July 8, and early 
hours of duly 9, lseveral brief di8turbancw that may or 
may not have been comedd with the imminent eruption. Be- 
cause of their relative1y ahorb millation periods, which ia char- 
acbri~t-ic of mleanic (1-1) quakes, it entirely possible 
that they may have been precursors of the eruption, although no 
epicenter distance determinations h v e  been made on the m r d a  
of thw quakes. At a few minutes More 5 &m. on July 9, the 
seismograph kgan reamding swarms of confused "mimomisma" 
(vibrations o£ amall intensity md short period cosnpared to 
those of anom1 earthquake), which were quite different in 
character from normal microseiams. 

The folfowing pilots' account of the initial phme of the eruption 
is quoted from an Air Farce prem release of July l0,2953 : 

At 06h 06m Lieutenant M e h e r  noticed a oolnmn of smoke 60 mila  a h d  
that w w  about 15,000 feet high and d g h t h  mile wide. As he app.&ed 
the make it was apparent that the eruption causing it was beeorning inemas- 
ingIy sevem with the ~moke growing rapidly in height. At about 25 miIm 
distance, the volcano was recognized as the 11,070-fwt high Mount Spun. 
Both pEartes approachad the mountain at about 15,000 feet and circld the 
volcano at about O6h 2Sm. They noticed the continuing increase in the  in- 
tensity and size of the column of smoke: tvith kightning ffaahes through its core 
wery 30 seconds. Snwke issued from the volmno in violent billows at the 
7,000-fmt level o f  the mountain c a w  by huge ~ u b h m n e ~ t n  explosions. 
Tremors on the mountainsides were visible from the aircraft and were fol- 
lowed by snow slides on the mounhin. The smoke hrrd by now reached the 
30,000-fwt level, rolling upward and asnuming the shape of the abmic bomb 
mushroom. CIouda of smoke were every shde  of gray from black at the crater 
to pure white at the top, By this ttne the width had increased to about a mile 
at  tho baae and 30 miIes at ita wid& part. 

About O5h 40m Llenknsnt Metznec climbed in order ta estimab the height 
of the mushroom. The top of the stalk, or the battom of tha m ~ m ,  was 
30,000 feet and the top o f  the mushroom had climkd to 70,000 feet. Lightning 
was now flashing from tap to battom of the mushroom st threesecond 
inkrvals. 

A t  abut 6h O h  volcanic ash began falling f m  h muahroom on all sjdw 
and finally made the entire arm h s y .  A dear ddnition of the  mlcano and 
the mwhrmm npidly f add  and the p a h l  retnrned to its bae. 

Thus one gets a picture of a huge m u s b m  cloud, boiling u p  
ward to gome 70,000 feet, a d  the beginning of ash fall as the 
mushroam sp~errd and turbulence diminished. Wind from the 
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west carried the great sinking ash umbrella due a t w a r d  and 
allowed practically no w h  to fall on the west side of the volcano. 
At 9 :00 a.m. a pilot reported ash still being erupted in great 
quatiti=, but another observation at nwn showed the activity 
to have greatly decreased. At 3 :30 p.m. r~umption of strong 
activity was reported, and other eruptions apparently took place 
during the afternoon or evening. 

The " m i c r ~ i s m i e ' ~ t i v i t y  recorded at College, A l m h  which 
had begun in m e s t  just before 5:00 a.m., increased in intensity 
until about 9:00 a.m., then diminished rapidly to the n m l  
micrmeismir: level. A similar disturbance began again at abut 
3 :30 p.m., built up to a dimax by 5 :Q0 p.m., and thereafter fsub- 
sided rapidly. The coincidence of times of seismic disturbance 
and obaerved periods of strong explosive eruption leave little 
doubt that this peculiar seismic activity originated at Mount 
Spurr. 

The ash cloud of the first eruptive Burger! of July 9 m w d  
slowly &ward and by 11 : 00 a.m. the leading edge of the descend- 
ing mushrmm, by now g~mtly di~torted, had apread out above 
Anchorage. While ash fell copiously on the northwetst ~hore of 
Cook Idet it was not yet falling in Anchorage, and the base of 
the wh cloud do@ upward to the east in its direction of move- 
ment. Fine ash started falling in Anchorage ~hortly before noon, 
when darknms caused the automatic swihhing system to turn on 
the atreet lights, and continued to fall copiously until 3:00 p.m. 
After 3 :00 p.m. the rate of ash fall d m m e d  but some continued 
through the night. By early morning only a pall of dust hung 
over the area. 

On July 10 at 6:00 a.m. the vent w a ~  only steaming. At 3:30 
p,m. an especially strong surge of wh-laden ~tem rme &I 20,000 
feet. From July 11-16, according to Juhle and C a u l k  (19561, 
the eruption consisted only of white  team clouds rising to maxi- 
mum altitudes of 20,000 feet and ~ ~ i i o d  puffs of black dust 
and rock debris, most of which fell back into the throat of the 
volcano. 

A mudflow or debris-laden flood must have occurred July 9 or 
10, for Juhle and Cou1l;er an their arrival at the volcano July 11 
found a fresh debria dam acrosg the Chakachatna River j uat belaw 
the Mount Spurr vent and a new lake, 5 miles long. The mudflow 
may have h e n  caused by the torrential rains of the initial erup- 
tion or by melt wahr from the ice that apparently had filled the 
vent. 

The zone of heavy ash fall covered sm area some 25 mila  wide 



extending almost due eastward from Mount Spurr (fig, 68). 
Thickest ash (and lapilli) depositn were not far from the volcano, 
and the a p F a n c e  from the air of bowed-over foliage in the 
Beluga Lake area indicated a thicknew of ash of aeveral inches. 
At Anchorage the deposit was variously one-eighth ta on6fourth 
inch in thicknem, decreasing still more to the eastward where 
ash fall was reported at Valdez and within 30 miles of Cordova, 
some 200 mile  from the origin. Additional rep& d ash fall 
came from Kend, K a k n  Island, and a far south along Cook 
Inlet as Tuxedni Bay, 80 miles south of Mount Spun, near 
Ilimna. This aah could have been from a branch of the main 
cloud of the morning eruption on July 9, or from the clouds 
of the afternoon eruptions, by which time the winda may have 
shifted, 

ERUPTKVT3 ISEQUENCE8 

Few generalizations on the behavior palhms of volame8 are 
valid, but in most eruptions the eruptive behavior may conven- 
iently te split into t& p h w  : preliminary symptoms, outbreak 
and climax, and declining phase. From volcano t o  v o l m o  and 
from rMon to region, these phases may bear quite different 
relations to each other in duration and intensity. 
The preliminary sympbma are of great imporhce, for they 

often make poaaible the s u w s f u l  prediction of an impending 
eruptron. They may include mrthqwkes, dow earth movements 
( E I U C ~  as tilt of the ground surface), and disturbances in the locaI 
magnetic m d  electrical fields. Until recently, the established vol- 
cano obrvatoriea such as that in Hawaii, gave most atkention 
to earthquakes and tilting in their efforts fa find bues for p m  
diction of eruptions. Within the last decade, however, emgh 
data on magnetic and el&ical effects have become available to 
~uggwt that these alao may m m e  u d u l ,  once the behavior 
pattern f w w particular volcano its established. 

The tilting of the land ~urface near a volcano has been inter- 
preM as being due to a general swelling of the volcanic studme 
that is brought about by inm- of internal pressure or tem- 
perature or both. Tilting. generally runauntdl to only a few seconds 
of arc, and although it m y  be detected by pxecia leveling moss 
the volcano flanksr, it is much more convenient b record iB prog- 
r w  by sensitive tiltmeters placed at strategic pointa on the 
fl m k g .  bed earthquakes mur from time to time in most: volcanic 
regions witht  any appment direc:t relation to volcanic eruptions. 
When the freguency ebnd intensity of quakes originating below a, 



Plaaes Ba.-Map of rns anectul by MII from the eruvtlw oC Mouat Sparr. Maah, in J u b  1961. Apvwimate arer of b s a ~  u h  
in outlined by d.shed llac 
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particular vdcano increase, however, it may be ~ u w c t e d  that 
in-@ volcanic pressure ia caueing rock failure and readjust- 
meats that may be the forerunners of an actual outbreak. Ab- 
normal changm in the earth's local magnetic field d in local 
patterns of earth cumenb have been recorded in ~ v e r d  meas, 
such asl in the Japanme volcanic arc, in connection with volcanic 
eruptions, and obse~vwtories in several volcanic zones are making 
continuing studies of these phenomena in the hope that they will 
serve apl indicators of impending outbreaks. 

The actual outbreak of the eruption is usually sudden and may 
be regarded as the continuing crewendo of energy release that 
s M  with the premonitory earthquakes. After the initial out, 
break the earthquakes commonly cam or decrease greatly in 
intensity and frequency. Eruptions commonly build up t o  a climax 
in a matter of hours or days and thereafter subaide irregularly. 
M8brisl may be erupted as flowing lava, pyrmldc b1ebs or 
fragments, or ag both, mompanled of course by various amounts 
of gweous prducb. Part, at least, of the driving force of the 
eruption must be the prasure of the penbup gmes that, once an 
exit to #s surfam hw been made, ruah toward it pushing the 
lava along. If the lava is very fluid, the expanding gaa can be 
releaad quietly at the surface to produce Iava founbina and 
smooth flow, such as are typical of Hawaiian eruptions. If the 
Iava is leas fluid, the rapidly expanding garsea may diarupt the 
molten material explosjvely to prduce pyroclastic material, such 
as wm the case with the eruption of Mount Spurs in 1953. It is 
perhaw more common to find a combination of eff wive and ex- 
plo~ive activity, aa m u m  in the eruption of Okmok Volcano in 
1945 and the eruption of Parlcutin volcano in Mexico. 

The declining phases of eruptions commonly mntinue for pe- 
r i d  many times the length of the period from outbreak to d i m .  
They are marked by intermittent resurgmcea of explmive or 
effusive activity, successive ones being of genera11 y decreaaiag 
intensity and no doubt repmenting relief of minor pressures 
built up during readjustment to the new conditions. After the 
eruption is over and the record 3s complete, the climax of the 
eruption can often be pointed out w i l y  in retrmpmt. During the 
eruption, howevm, it is not aimple to say when the climax h&s 
been reached, for it is often approached in a serieg of explosions 
or surges of generally increasing intensity and wmetimes in- 
creasing frepuency, An observer who haa witnased several erup- 
tions of the particular volcano might be better able to eatimrrtR 
when the decline begins, but unfortunably the explmive eruptions 
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of a particular wIcmo me  pad erratidly and often at inter- 
vals greabr than the life span of the obsemer. Hence, although 
the pattern rtnd phase sequence outlined above may be applicable 
in the g e n d  case, the duration of the separate eruptive phases 
is not camonly predictable and the tramition from one phase ta 
the next not always recognizable at the moment. 
To be able to interpret the aei~lmic and other pnladea to eruptive 

wtivity at a parkiwlar volcano requim an invwtment in q u i p  
ment and m h  in the area through a perlad of aeverd erup 
tiom, so t h ~ t  the usual pattern of events preceding an eruption 
in indimtd, Even then, in d n  arm or at certain volcwnoes, 
the aeismie or other prelude may be too brief b provide ~uficient 
advance warning of the impending eruption. At the prwmt time 
the lack of funds and difftcultiea of instrumentation Binder the 
establishment of a network of ahtiom for studying the behavior 
of Alaskan volcanoes. The brief m m d  from 194963 obtained 
by the Geological Survey okrvahry at Adak Island concerning 
the seismic phenomena and intermittent eruptive activity of the 
nearby volcanoes of Kanaga and Great SiWa Islands has been 
of only limitecE value in indicating eruptive aymptoma. It i~ now 
apparent that the b k  of mapping the behavior patterns of the 
sporadicalIy active volcanoes of this spars@ populated extensive 
geographic region in a manner that would be of direct application 
to the prob1m of prediction would require a mmidemble outlay 
of money as well as a genesation or two of h u m  effort. 

Because of the high proportion of explosive eruptione from 
Al-kan ~olcanws, the manner of trmspdation and depition 
of the fragmentary products of such eruptions and meteom1og.i~ 
conditions of the area are of interest. Ae the im€ormation, on 
A 1 W  ash falb ie meager, records of s e v ~ l  aah falls from vd- 
canom in o w  parts of the world-&we from VoIcBn Quizapii 
in CKle in i932, Hekla in Iceland, in 1947, Gunung Relud in Java 
in 1919, and Paricutin in Mexico in 19434%-have possible ap- 
plicability to the Alaskan &tugtion. The eruptions d the first three 
and the eruption of Mount Katmrri in Alwka represent prdomi- 
nantly explosive eruptiom in which the main bulk of material 
was ejected in the space of a few days. or WAS and the multiw 
pattern of aqh fall were relatively simple. The eruption of 
Paricutin represents a longantinued eruption through 9 years 
with complicatione in the of rmsrh distribution that were 
due to wuomI chEtngea in wind dirwtion. 
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BlOmUT U T X A I  

The mh fall of the Mount Katmai eruption in A l e  in 1912 
ww mainly in the quadrant east-~outheastward =row Kodiak 
Island, with a minor lobe to  the north (p. 417). The map of ash 
fall thickness (fig. 62) is taken chieffly from Grigga' (1922) 
detailed book on the eruption, with slight modification of the 
isopachs (lines of equal thicknw) in the Gulf of Alrtska, where a 
dredged sample by Menard (1953) indicated somewhat thicker 
ash on the sea bottom than was inferred by Griggs. 

According to Griggs (1922, p. 26) an area of 3,000 @quare milm 
was covered by m h  a f oat or more deep, and 30,000 square miles 
by more than an inch of ash. Small ash falls were also recorded 
at Fairbanks (550 miles distant), Juneau (750 miles) m d  in the 
Pug& Sound region (about 1,500 miles). Griggs estimated that 
the total volume of ash fall was about 4% cubic miles, not 
counting the ash flow of the Valley of Ten Thouzsand Smokes. 

Appreciable amounts of extremely fine ash blown into the strat- 
osphere remained in suspendon for months and cawed spec- 
tacular red sumk in many pa& of the globe. The effect of 
the ~u~pended ash on infall of solar energy, and thus an climate, 
h a  beem discussed at length in several papers (Grigg~, 1922, 
p. 33-44 ; Wexler, 1961). 

At the village of Kodiak, 100 mila wt-southeast, the ash 
began falling about 6 :00 p.m. on June 6, following the unusual 
murrence of thunder and lightning. Five inches of coarse ash 
were depo;sited during the night and some 6 inches of finer ash 
during the following two days. Subsequently very little ash felI 
there. 

"Acid rain#' were common at many lmdities, usually along 
with ask fall. This i s  spoken of in most reports w "sulfuric 
acid" although few actual determinations seem to have been made. 
According to newspaper accounts, on June 11 a " c o m i v e ' ~ a i n  
fell at Seward, 250 miles from Mount Katmai, and rtt Cordova, 
360 miles distant, painfully burning some persom and damaging 
vegetation and exposed metal. Fumes near Cape Spencer, 700 
mila distant, were strong enough to tarnish freshly polished 
ship's brass in 15 or 20 minutes. On July 12, at Vancouver, 
Brftish Columbia, 1,500 miles away, laundered linen goods of 
many housewives were reported to have been d e w m p d  by the 
acid fuma Curiously, no mention of damage to fabrics at points 
cloaer to the volcano was made by Griggs (1922), nor does he 
mention acid rains and fume damage at all at Kodiak. Perhaps 
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the other effects of the ash fall were tm s h g  ISS to oversbadow 
thoae of acids and fumes. - 

Much awiAc data and pertinent dimusion on ash falls and 
their effects are furniEihed in a aeries of papera on the 1947 erup- 
tion of Hekla volcano in southern Iceland, publlhed by the Mu- 
seum of Natural Histmy at Reykjavtk (Thorariasson, 1951,1954 ; 
Eimrmn? 1949a and b, 1960, 1961; and Kjartanmn, 1951). 
Rekla had been dormant dnce 1846 and had come to ke regarded 
by Borne as extin& Precursory earthquakes to the eruption of 
Mmh 29, 1947, were too faint to be recorded at  the neamt 
seismogrrrph, 77 miles away at Reykjadk, but a few nearby resi- 
dents had noted peculiar rushing noises for 8eveml nights prior 
to the eruption, without having been aware of their origin. Sev- 
eral residents were awakened In the early hours of the 29th by 
brief tremors that rattled windows, and the vibrations increased 
notably during the 1 a ~ t  half hour More the outbreak. All these 
phenomena would probably have prduced records on a seismo- 
graph in the immediate vicinity. 

The visible eruption cloud skbd  from a single matex at 6 :40 
a.m. and row very rapidly. To the mmpmiment  of earUlquakes 
at 6:60 a.m. nearly the whole ridge Line & the mounwn aplit 
open, and eruptions spread dong 2 mil= of the fissure. By 7 :00 
a.m. a white umbrella cloud condensing above the eruptive mush- 
room had reached a height of 85,000 feet and by 7 :10 Lrn a height 
of some 88,000 feet with tb bop of the darker eruptive materid 
not much lower. This aingulsr-a@ng white umb~Ua had 
nearly disinkgmtd by 7:40 am. while winds of 40 to 60 miles 
per hour at the intermedia& levels rapidly pushiid the d a r k  
eruptive cloud southward. The material being erupted at this 
time was only reaching heights of some 30,000 feet (the base 
of the atratmphere), and in r n i d a f ~ o o p  it was only reaching 
to about 18,000 feet where it was maintained for 2 days. 

Most of the fragmentmy material w a ~  erupt& during the first 
hour : about 60,000 cubic yards of solid8 at a rate of mine 16,000 
cubic yards per aecond (Einamn, 1949a). Mwt of the lava 
probably flowed out in the first 10 houm, and the total of both 
lava and pyroclaatic material ej- by the eruption, which 
conthud at at much r e d u d  rate for s year, is estimated at some 
520 million cubic yard& The lava flow8 covered a relatively small 
area, estinrst.4 at 18 square kilometera (7 square mil-) on the 
slopes and at the base of the volcrtno. 

The chemical composition of the erupted material changed 
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progressively during the eruption. The initial outburet was of 
brownish-gray material containing 62 percent ailica and 9 percent 
total iron oxide; the later material was darker and contained 64 
perent silica and 131Ji percent iron oxide (Eimmwn, 1950). 
The Hekh eruptions of 1846, 1766-68, and 1693 behaved simi- 
Early. 'She initial material is apparently dacite and later ma 
terial mdesite near basalt in composition. 

Cloeely misted with the eruption were minor flmh f l d s  
and mudflowa, the wabr of which was thought by Kjahnsson 
(1961) to have come from condensed volcanic steam and melted 
mow and ice. The large& f l d s  came fmm a aerim of tongues of 
water pouring down the north face of the dongate volcano, prob 
ably not more than a few minutes after the. eruptive outbreak. 
The total volume of the flmdwakm was mtimatd at 3% miIlicin 
cubic yards of water. After gathering at the headwaters of the 
Ytri-RangA they rushed down the 40 miles to the sea as one simple 
wave l e a  than 3 feet high, taking only a couple of hours to pass. 
On the volcano Ranks steam i ~ u d  from the multiple f l d  stream, 
and many persons noted the tepid ch& of the water along 
the lower reaches of the streama. 

The ash cloud at Rrat moved muthward and laid down a mantle 
of ash, whose thicknw varied as shorn in figure 64. Some ash 
fell on shim at sea and as far away as Scotland and Finland. 
Thodnsson (1964) carefully reconatructd the probable path 
of the eruptive cloud from reports of the ships and Finnish 
gmlogi&, and from prevailing rneteomIogid conditions ; his map 
(fig. 65)  shows that the cloud followed a curved path about 2,400 
miles long and travelled at an average speed of abut 50 miles 
per hour, based on its arrival time at Finland. Across Finland 
the ash fall was puih thin and wm reskicted t.a a zone only about 
40 milea w i d ~ u r p r i s i n g l y  narrow considering the length of the 
trip from Iceland. 

The relative amounts of pdicIes of different a i m  in the aah 
d q m i t  control the manner in which the mantle will absorb aub- 
sequent rainfall m d  are important f a h m  in the  rapidiOy of 
soil development and release of inorganic nutrients to plants. 
Studia have therefore been made of the size chamdkristics of 
the ash from a numbex of volcancm, and the report of Thorarins- 
son (1964) on Hekla is one of the mod informative. Thorarinssm 
made nrrtny determinations on the range in size of ash particlea at 
various distancw and directions from Hekla, and his results for 
stations at intervals downwind for 100 km from the v o l ~ n o  sre 
summarized in figure 66. The maximum dismeter of mh particles 
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YlGuag BQ.-Mmp of Ankh voluno In Ie@lmnd nbowin~ thluhw at rah d m l t  from tk erup 
tlon ks March 1847 (after Thorarinsson, 1964). 

at the vent ia  too large to be shown an this graph. It was sbout 
6 centimeters at a distance of 3 kilometers downwind, 1.5 centi- 
meters at  30 kilometers and 0.2 centimebra at 70 kilometers. The 
median diameter dwreaaes similarly. While the maximam and 
median diametera give an idea of the xange in aim, more meaning- 
ful infomation may be conveyed by plotting the size range of 
the middle 80 percent of the material. Thus, in figure 66, at  3 
kilometers from the volcano 80 percent d the material is between 
0.15 and 5.0 centimeters diameter, whereas at 30 kiIometers, 80 
percent is between 0.05 and 0.50 centimeter diameter. It is shown 
here in this manner to emphasize that not onIy do the maximum, 
average and median sizea decrease at greakr distances but that 
necesdly  the size range of material must decrease also. The 
salient effect of the lower absolute size and smaller range of size 
of partides at greater distance is to decrease the permeability 
of the mantle to rainfall and hence to increase the pwsibility of 
excessive runoff and erosion out to the point where the thickness 
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mUxm 86.-Mnp of af airborne u h  imm the eruption ot Hrlrlm mlmmr in Mand.  acrmr 
Scotland t n d  Finland. an March 28-81. 1947 (afbr Thonrlnason, 196.4). 

Roum 8B.IGrnvh ebowlng size ranpa d Ish fill In 1947 a t  Increaainw dintances doarndnd fmm 
Hekh vokano in Iceland. A t  a p*ttleular distaste 80 wecat  of the matfr3d In of s1m In- 
tween the upper and lower aotld c u r v n  [from dalls ai Thorarinmn, 19641. 



of the mantle becomes ao ma11 as to furniah little material h 
the runoff water. 

WLadar Qm 
A brief, but catastrophic eruption of Volcan Quizapti in the 

Chilean And= on April TO, 1932, projected a great quantity of 
ash to heights of abut  45,000 feet t~ b carried eagtward by 
strong winds and deposited in a belt acrosa the whole width of 
South America. According to BrEIggen (2932) and Vogel 11932), 
the strong explmions apparently began about nmn on April 10, 
reaching a climax in the late afternoon. The eruption continued 
through the night and the next several day& with deerearring inten- 
sity. Because of the heavy cover of ash and pumice in the eource 
are=, i t  could not be determined subsequently whether there had 
hen minor amounts of lava erupkl also. 

The large a m  of' ash fall on Iand provided an exceptional o p  
portunity for investigation of the pattern of ash distribution, 
and L s r ~ o n  (1937) made a careful and detailed study of ash 
Barnplea that had keen coHwted along the path of the ~h cloud 
and augmented it with the many published dmcriptions of the 
ash fall at variourr points. hrason'e map of the ti- of Winning 
of mh fall, reproduced in figure 67, indicates that the ash cloud 

~ U I P  67.-My, of o d e  pwltiona oi u b  h t  imm th m m ~ t h m  d Y d d a  @ h v d  In 
Cbik. In April 1W2 4rIt.r boa. 1887). 
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moved eastward rat high aped but along a remarksbliy narrow 
front. Its arrival at Buenos A i m ,  Argentina, 700 miles to the 
east at 6 $0 am. on Apri I 11 implies an average speed of about 
40 mile- per hour in this direction. F m  Bum- A i m  the aah 
fall front swung around and moved more &lowly northeastward 
along the Atlantic -t, reaching Rio de Janeim, $mil, a dis- 
tance of 1,850 miles from the volcano, shortly after noon on 
April 15. 

Because a€ the uniformity of wind dirwtions in the levels 
through which the ash settled, the zone of appreciable ash fall ia  
quite m w ,  aa shown by figure 68, ~ X B B O ~ ' S  (1937) m&p & 
linea of equal thicknese of ssh dewit.  The general decmaae in 
thicheas with increasing di~tance downwind from the ~otGano is 
intempted by a subordinate maximum greater than 10 centimeters 
(4 inches) some 360 miles downwind. The zone within the line 
of 6 centimeters (2 inch) thickness, is only some 60 miles wide 
but &etches for 600 miles downwind, almost to Buenos Air& 
North and south of this narrow zone the thickness of a h  fall 
decreaaea rapidly so that the zone of ash fall that is thicker than 
0.1 centimeter ElkB inch) is only about 400 milea wide, and of 

F- 88.-Map lowing the thicknew of u k  dtr+mits from tba mptIm of Vddn Quisapb, 
Chile, In barillEi32 (after Lrsmn.  1997). 
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fairly d o r m  width fmn the vicinity of the volcano to the 
far aide a£ Buam Aim. 

The makrial erupted was mdesitic or dacitic with about 64 
percent silica, 16 percent alumina, and 4 pedcent tohI iron oxides. 
The detailed data of Lamaon's study made it m b l e  for him to 
demonstrake that progrwively greater differences existed Be- 
tween the bulk composition d the material as initially erupted 
and the material falling at p e a k  d i s t a n w  from the volcano. 
Thus aah at 100 miles distance hati 671h percent silica, that at 
500 milea had 70% percent silica, and that at 700 mil- had 
69% prcen t  eilica, a general increase of mme 6 pemnt ailica 
with mncomitant changes in other oxides, compared with the 
erupted material near the vents. Thie change h s s o n  accounts 
for simply aa a m u l t  of the early aett)ing wt of fie heavy low- 
silica mineral constituents, auch ag pyroxenes and d c i c  p l a g i ~  
clsse, leaving the remaining ash enrichd in silica, a characteristic 
of a& falls noted by several previouls workers, among them 
Murray and Bensrd ( 1884). He further reasons that the material 
falling quite near the volcano should be enriched in the heavier 
mineral constituents giving a bulk composjtioa lower in htal 
silica than that of the material as hitidly empted. k w o n  
lacked smp1ea to mfirm this relationship but it  seems to be 
borne out in the 1919 eruption of Gunung Kelud in Indonesia. 

GumuxG ggLm 
Guung Kelud, a volcano 5,678 feet above gea level in central 

Java, h an example of an explwive v o l ~ o t  where the hazard of 
i b  eruption is incrawxi greatly by the p m c e  of a crakr lake 
in fts aurnmi2, for wuch a volcano may furnish not only quantitia 
of airborne aah, but also destructive mudf lm and floods. Tea 
thousand persons are eaid to have b n  killed in its eruption in 
1587 A.D., and 5,110 persons in i t s  eruption of 1919. 

The eruption in 1919 h k  place on the night of the 19th and 
20th of May. The crater lake, wntaining. abut  40 million cubic 
yards of water, waa ejected dong with somewhat more than this 
volume of volcanic debris and ash. In less than an hour 104 vil- 
lages and nmny plmtationa were partly or compIeteIy destroyed 
(Mob and Van Baren, 1954, p. 224). 

The eruption of Gunung Helud illn&rateS still another patimn 
of ash distribution brought about by a apecific arehrolagicd 
situation. The eruption took p l m  during the aewon when winds 
below 20,000 feet were from the west while those above were from 
the east, The ash bIown to high levels w a ~  carried westward at 
fairly high &peed, and a~ it ~ettled into the lower zone it was 
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Frww #@.--Map d Jam, ahowing b i h M  diutrlbntlon of aah fall l*om the 1818 eruptlon af 
Gunnng Kelud volcano. Damhed llncs cncloee .reas of ashld. (Mohr and Van Bsren. lI4, 
Ag. 860. aFter Kemmerllnf, leal 1. 

carried eastward, but at slower spe& so h t  the bulk of it fell 
to the ground west of the vol-o (fig. 69). That: portion of the 
ash thrown to heights 1- than 20,000 feet wat~ carried only 
e-md to fom! another lobe of the ash depwit that &ended 
as far as BaXi, The compwition of ash fall material at various 
diabce;s eaat and we& from the v d m o  follows closely the pat- 
tern of ash fall eruption d VoMn Quizapfi in Chile in 1932, 
(Zarsson, 1937). Figure 70 has been constructed with data m18ct.d 
by Mohr and Van Baren (1964, p. 233) from Baak (1949, p. 38) 
and shorn that the material that fell very near Gunung Kelud 
is somewhat less silicic than the bulk campmition as erupted, 
though that which fell at great dis-ces is more silicic. 

Prolonged eruptions are not common, and indeed it is uncom- 
mon for significant ash eruption ta last more than a few weeks or 
months. Paricutin, the v01cmo that BM at a point where no 
vent had k e n  known previously, was an exception, and ib 9 years 

mum 70Amph showing vsrlatian in 8UIca wntmt of rah fa]! DC Cmum Kelud In Javm. tn 
1919, with distance essr and wmt of the volcano (fmm data 11wted by Mohr and Y m  B.m, 
1 B64. p. 281). 
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of continuous eruptive activity pmdtted Invdgaticm more sx- 
tensive than usual. During thase years them were 18 changes of 
seasonal wind directi~m in the waxing and waning ash column, 
pro that the multant distribution of ash l ~ x m e  much more 
complicabd than that of the more common brief eruptions. A 
detailed account uf the first 3 yeam of activity, during which the 
major part of material waa erupted, is given by Foshsg and 
GonzaIea ( 1968). 

The preliminary aeiamic disturbances began mral weela before 
the outbmak and built to such a -do of intensity md £re- 
quency that the villages h the area were thoroughly mwed to 
impending disaster. The outbreak, when i t  came on the a.fhmoon 
of Feb- 20,1943, was not from any of the many cinder cones 
that dotted the mutryaide, but from a flat, cultivated area. At 
first only ash, bombs, and gases were thrown out of the newly 
opened f i w m  Then, during the second nigh& a lava flow started, 
and from that time onward for 9 years them were few, if any, 
periods when lava waa not h i n g  empM, although there were 
p e r i d ,  some of them weeks in length, during which eruption of 
aah remained small. 

The Rmt several weeke were marked by particularly &ong ash 
eruptions. According to Fries (59533 8 0 -  83 million cubic metem 
(110 million cubic yards) of bomtw, Iapilli, and ash w m  erupted 
from February 20 b March 6, a rak of mme 6,930,000 cubic 
metem per day. Thereafter the daily rate dropped comiatently to 
the end of 1947 and remain& weU below 100,000 cubic metem 
per day until the latter part of 1951 when voIume increased 
again, much like a dying gasp, More- finally ceaaing entirely on 
March 4,1952. 

The meaamenb of ash thicknms given by SegemImm (1960) 
for the depi ta  in 1946 are approximately thm at the end of the 
eruption, for the bulk a€ ash had ken  erupted Wore 1946 (W. 
71). The ash mantle &ndB radially from the volcano with d e  
c m i n g  thickness, and becaw of the many changea of ofnd 
direction aa well aa vadllatians in strength of the eruption, the 
d e w i t  is made up of many dimntinuous layers of ash and IapilIi 
varying in grain a h .  

The winds of the dry -n (winter d a@-) in thia resi1~1 
of Mexim are prevsi1ingIy from the wesh and thoee of the wet 
season (summer and f dl$ from the eaah m t i n g  in large part 
for the wt-west elongation of the ditn'bution pathrn. Amxd- 
ing to Segershm (1950) the area of a& d e w i t  thicker than 
25 h i m e t e m  (1 0 inches) m w  239 square kilometers (about 9,500 



E X P L A N A T I O N  

Pahutin lava Aeld In 1913 

F[ausa ?l . -Ma~ of  cbc vieinity Of Per[cuUa is Mexloo (lrom Segerolrorn, 1060, p l  a), sbowIw thlclroeas of 
arh deposit in  1946 from the eruptlon of the volcano, the area covered by h v n  flown in 194, and the aror 
t h ~ t  wan crop land before the beglnntng of theeruptton in 1848. 
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m), and this land was covered too deeply by ash to enable 
early mlamation, especially in the face of mntinued threat of 
more a%h fall. Consequently this zone of lare ashavered fields 
and d a d  forests remained desdate through the 9 years of the 
eruption. 

m B O M O I C d L  FAGTO%& W E A  

Important factom that erffect the pa-m of distribution of a h  
fall from a given explosive eruption include height d eruption, 
particle dze and density, behavior of wind, and occurrence or 
nonoccurrence of rainfall. Knowing these factom and making 
several wmpromises in the interest of simplifying the problem, 
the area where ash f&ll wilI occur may be determined and even 
the relative amounhi falling at  different a- rnay ke indicated 
roughly. Similar calculatione have been made with vming  de- 
grees of precision to determine fall-out patterns in atomic bomb 
teata (Air Weather Service, 1952). But for rnmt volcanic eruptions 
the calculationsr bwume impractical h u s e  the nMessary data 
are not available at the moment of eruption, much less in advance, 
and h a m e  the height to which material ia thrown varies wide1 y 
dudng the cow= of the eruption. Little can be said of the char- 
acteridicq of the particles except that a great range of size may 
be expecbd and a range of density, from very compact material 
ta very frothy material. Wind directicrna and speeds are not only 
likely to be quite different at different levels through which the 
particles ~ettle, but also may change as the eruption continua. 
About the only aspect of the problem that encourages exploration 
iu that of the probability of ash fall in given areas on the basis of 
general behavior of win&. 

The map montages of plates 55 to 58 have k e n  compiled to 
show the wind directions and average speeds at different eleva- 
tiorrs and seamns from series of obsenations at four Alaskan 
~tationa. The location of each map area is given in plate 54. 
These montages permit a. very rough estimate of the probabilities 
of aah being carried am099 a given area from the emption of a 
given vo2cana They imply nothing, of murse, as la the probability 
of an eruption marring. 
The data on which plates 55 to 68 are baaed were obtained 

from daily soundings during the perid May 1948 to April 1953, 
the total number of auccessfui observations for moet levels and 
seasons varying from 350 to 450. The obsemtion was atkrnpted 
at 0300 G.ct. each day, and, if unsu&ul, a usable value was 
sometimes furnished by measuring wind direction and speed from 
the upper air chart for that  particular ohemation time. The 
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data were averaged and tabulated by the U.S. Weather B u m u  
for the Aerdogiml Branch of the US. Navy for the seasons of the 
year and for five isobaric levela m p o a d i n g  approximately to 
elevations of 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 thousand feet above sea level. 
The map montages were ~ m p i l e d  by the writer from these tabula- 
tiom, centering the wind ram for upper levels at repmmtative 
trolmnws rather than at the station where the omat ions  were 
made. Such shifting of wind rwm by a hundred miles or so seems 
permiaaible, at least for the upper level& MUM of the similarity 
of the wind rose pwtktps from etation to station dong the 1,200- 
mile arc from Anchorage to Ad& Island. The 860 m i l l i b  
(5,000 feet elevation) wind roses are not confidently applied except 
in the immediab vicinity of their station h u s e  of omgraphic 
effecter. 
In addition m e  infonnatEon on wind behavior at levels above 

40,000 feet rimy Ix obtained from the mean monthly maps (for 
instance, Air Weather Serpice 1953) . An "avemge*"wind direc- 
tian and spmd can lw waled off the map of a particular month 
and level above the gmgmphie point in question, and such deter- 
minations for four representative month are ~hown in the follow- 
ing table. A disadvantage of such a representation for the present 
purpose ir~  that no idea can be oblaind of the variability of the 
win& nor the percentage of time the wind direction is in each 
quadrant. 
To illustrate the use and limitations of B U C ~  c map montage an 

dimate  of the probability of ash fall & Whittier, 140 milecl tn 

[hferrd fmm '%fun mwW a m  ef 100-, tOe. l O O l  MI- mad -r &ma o*ar North 
A m ~ i e b "  Air Wrrther R e d m  k k  mt. 1ObIW &dl 1963. Wub~attkon, D. C.] 
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the east, can be made from a hypothetical example of a winter 
eruption at Redoubt Volcano in which a brief explmion thrown 
material lm a maximum height of 46,000 feet. As a first approxi- 
mation, the percentage of time that the wind at each level is 
directed from Redoubt Volcano toward Whittier may listed, as 
in the following table, and the average made of the whole. This 
ia 11.6 percent, a very crude indication that winds would be 
f a v ~ d l e  about that percentage of the time to carry ash from 
Redoubt Volcano b, and beyond, Whittier. Although the winds 
in the upper levels have the greater velocities and, f w precisian, 
should probably be given more weight in the wEculation, it alter8 
the result in the n o m t  case only slightly, certainly not enough 
to cause concern in view of the many other imponderable and 
unertain f ador% 

Percant of tinas wind blew from Redoubt V o k m  towad Whit& and Hmw, 
A h h  

It is well to remember, however, that the "average" situation 
dealt with here does not necescsarily repient an actual situation 
at a particular time. The assumption in the foregoing discussion 
that the 18 times out of a hundred when winds at 40,000 feet are 
directed from Redoubt Vdcxmo toward Whittler also includes the 
12, 8, and 7 times that the winds, at 30-, 20-, and 10-thousand 
feet respectively were in that direction, but winds wldom are 
in exactly the m n e  d i d o n  at  all levels. To fall at Whittier, 
mh starting i b  journey at 45,000 feet might start in a mutheastern 
or northeastern direction and be carried by a somewhat cir- 
cuitous route to Whittier by an appropriate combination of winds 
at lower levelrs. 

Similar qualitative estimates of the situatiom for other vd- 
can- and localities in the area could be made from plate 55, or 
of still other  situation^ ifluatmted in the map montages of the 
Kbdiak Island, Dutch Harbor, and Adak Island w (pls. 56-68). 
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In a general way, sah may be carried great distances by the 
&rower winds at higher levels, and the wind directions at these 
higher levels are more consistent than those at low levels. Thus 
for the Anchorage and Kdiak  areas in the winter, spring, md 
wummwp winda above 20,000 feet blow toward the eastern quad- 
rant mmt of the time, but in the fall they blow into the northern 
and northastern quadrants, and for the Dutch Harbor and Adak 
Island areas, the upper winda blow into the eastern quadrant most 
of the time in all seasona. Probably the distribution of ash from 
major explwive eruptions (hence in general the more damaging 
eruption#) can be predicted more confidently thm that of the 
weak eruptiomY because the a~lh of the major explwions will be 
pro j ecM to upper levels where wind  direction^ are more consishL 

Rainfall may have a great influence, not only in limiting the 
area of a& fall, but also in determining the action of the ash and 
ib mwiated water-8oluble chemicals on the vegetation and in 
the buildup of floods and mudflows (p. 449). The simple smooth 
distribution of ash fall downwind by gravitational settling can 
b greatly modified by a heavy rainstorm, bringing down in a 
small area mcwt of the ash remaining in the erupitve plume and 
forming an abnormal1y thick accucumulat.ion there and an abnor- 
mally thin one farther downwind. Very favorable conditions for 
prodaction of torrential rains are found in the irnmdiate vicinity 
of the eruptive wlum (finch, 1930) and under the "elbow" 
where the eruptive plume extends downwind from the vertical 
eruptive column. Moisture-laden low-level d r  haa been draggd 
upward and mixed into the mpidIy cooling gases of the eruptive 
column, which contains s certain amount of ateam as well as 
abundant solid particles to act as condensation nuclei. Condi- 
tions likewise favorable for prcducing rain exiat to a dimini~hing 
degree downwind in the extreme1 y turbulent eruptive cloud. 

It would be quite impossible to anticipate all the effects, direct 
and indirect, that might reault from volcanic eruptions in Alaska 
or to set them down in their proper relationship. But here to be 
comidered are the range of edects on public heslth and safety, 
utilitiecr, tramportation, communication, and agriculture, baed 
on the l imit4 recorded experience in Alaskan eruptions and on 
rseveral somewhat h t k r  documented eruptions in other parka of 
the world. Several points are worth noting at  the outset: first, 
the major damage and human auKering from a volcanic eruption 
often may be due less to physical than to  psychological factors, 
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such rn panic aa6 fear of the urtknoq ma uaualIy such ~uTering 
is entirely unnecwwy; m n d ,  eruptions are ehort-lived, and, 
although they produce physically uncomfortable or inwnvenient 
situations, actual danger is usually quite a b n t  at a reasonable 
di~tanee from the venB; and third, explmive eruptions usually 
bring long-range benefits, such as improvement of soil and crop 
production as an after effect of ash fall. 

PUBLIC -TE mm 
Of immediate concern to the individual are his own personal 

health, aafety, and continuedl efficiency. Many people at once 
assmiate the mh from vdwmic eruptions wi& noxious gases and 
poisonow chemicals, and the tmm "aulf umw f urn-" and "toxic 
gasea" are uused more often than warranted in deacriptiona of 
eruptions. It is true that the odors of certain acid gases sre 
frquently detectable in areas of falling ash, but at a distance 
from the vent the concentmtiom are usually only temporary and 
no more than met with in an adequately ventibkd chemi-1 la- 
tory, in which atmmphere the chemist works year after year 
with no ill e f f d .  

Some of the xnstdah erupted as vapom, such as wabr, quidcly 
condense in large part to liquids, while others such. as carbon 
dioxide and sulfur dioxide may remain aa gas for some time and 
gradually become diluted by mixing with the atmosphere. The 
odor characteristic of volcanic eruptiom, frequently ascribed dm- 
ply to "sulfur," may often be due to burned aulfur, that is, sulfur 
dioxide, Iesa often eulfus trioxide, or to hydrogen sulfide, but it is 
rarely justifiable t~ presume that other gases are nut prwent. In 
many cases where "reulfuroua" fumes have ben noted by sense of 
smell, it has been found by am1 yses that several other gases are 
in equal or greater quantities. These other fmuently-present 
m e s  include hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, carbonic acid 
(carbon dioxide) , and ammonia. 

All thege gaaea may be harmful if inhaled in ~uflicient can- 
centration for a suficient length of time. The accompanying l id 
gives the maximum concentration of industrial gaaes considered 
permiElsible for workers in steady ~ n k w t  (Sax, 1951), but some- 
what greater concentrations of some of the gases can be tolerated 
for short periods of time. Thus, while 10 parts per million of 
sulfur dioxide is regarded aa the aaaximnm allowable concwtra- 
tion for continuous exmure,  a& much as 60 to 100 pasts per 
million can be tolerated for expwurn of half arr hour to one hour 
duration, Ammonia., although perhaps common at the vents of 
some volcanoes, may be e x p & d  to quickly form less harmfut 
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compounds by reaction with one or more acid gaaes usually pres- 
ent in excess. Carbon dioxide irr harmful only in very high con- 
centrations, when it acts as a diluent of oxygen. Itds density causes 
it sometimes to m1Iect in low places where it may be a hazard, 
~pecialty because of iB la& of warning odor. 

Mwt of the other common volcanic grtses are acidiq and have 
aimilar injurious @Re&, that in, irrita-tional injuries to the eym 
(conjunctivitis) and to the respirabry system (lung or bronchial 
edema). It is not pomible to pmwribe complete pmtmtive meas- 
ures for all volcanic situations, and a properly fiW industrial 
g a s - m d  with acid-type filter is best. In the common caw where 
~uch  s p i d  equipment is lacking, it has been found a practical 
expedient ta breathe through a dampened folded cloth, and if the 
e y a  amart, to wear airtight-type goggleis. Aa the action of the 
damp cloth h to trap the acidic gas in the m o i a h  of the cloth, 
it is adviaable to renew the eff ectivenass of the cloth at intervals 
by rinsing. 

The sulfurderivative gases deseme special attention because of 
the complexity of their relationehim and the variety of decta 
under different conditions. In a strongly reducing environment 
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the sulfur derivative may c m e  forth as hydrogen wlfid6 rmog- 
nized by its well-known odor of rotten eggrs. In a strongly oxidiz- 
ing envlroment, the ~ u l f u r  derivative m y  be sulfur dioxide, 
recognizable as the odor of s flaring match. It happem not in- 
frequently that the wriditiom are neither atrong1y oxidizing nor 
reducing, and the p d u c t  then may be zt mixtun? of both gm~as. 
In the dr their conversion tm the stable sulfur trioxide or ~u?lulfuric 
acid g n e  on only dowly, in spita of the d i l y  wvdlable oxygen, 
and in the absence of a catalyst the two original gawa may persist 
for many miles downwind, with the concentration of the much- 
blamed "~u1furic acid" actually remaining quite low. This is not 
t o  say that suIfuric a d d  is rare or unimpwtxmt in volcanic prd-  
u c b  for it no doubt cum- out ready-f omed in many eruptions. 
Its potency m a wpiratory irritant is cerEainly d e w e ~ e d  in this 
situation, however, by its exiaknce not aa a gas but as aerosol 
droplets which tend to take on moisture from the air to further 
dilute thernaelva and grow to sizes more likely to be filtered out 
of the inhided air. 
The solid products of an explosive eruption, that is, the ssh 

particles themselves, are largely mpmed of rock-forming silicate 
minerals and silicate glaast. Small quantities of such material 
inhald usually have no harmful effect. The filtering mechanism 
in the human nwe and upper air passages is remarkab1g dcient, 
and only a very s d l  proportion of particlee of ash-laden atmo8- 
phere entering t h w  pabjsagea actually mwhea the lungcr. The 
length of exposure to such ash-laden air is relatively short-usually 
not more than a few horn or days-and quite ineffective in 
comparison f~ the months and years of daily exposure required in 
certain dusty occupations to develop the condition known as 
silicoah or pneumonmonids. Neverthelw during an ash fall 
from a w l m i c  eruption, it is usually easy and convenient to hold 
a damp folded handkerchief over the face, or, if both hands mu& 
be free, wear a dust mask, either ready-made or improvised. 
Thew can give nearly complete prefiltering action against. dust 
and alm give the wearer added comfort by relieving the nasal 
paaaages of a large part of the filtering work. 

The health hazard of breathing ah, while never great if h p l e  
precautions me observed, ehouId be guarded against, particuIarly 
among thme whose occupations may a p w e  them to airborne- wh 
for protracted periods. Long intermittent a ~ u r e  to low-1evel 
con~e~trations of finely divided ash could possibly have more 
harmful and insidious effect on the individual t h  the brief 
expowre to very high concentmtionrs that may have murred 
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during the mh fall proper. For week or months after an erup 
tion there may be brief flurries of ash caught up by winds, and 
theae are af no harm nor great inconvenimm to personcl, in m& 
cccupwtions. However, those pewm continually exposed, auch 
as in the clearing of the aah from traffic arteries, should wear dust 
Ill&BkB. 

Many of the public and private water supplies of AWka are 
from atreams and reservoim expod to wh fall in the event of a 
nearby volcmic eruption. While an ash fall will not nemaarily 
spoil a stream or reservoir  supply, such supplies need close atten- 
tion during and dter the eruption to wnfirm potability of their 
water. In extreme caees, dm, the actual storage capacity of a 
rewvoir m y  be greatly reduced by aah brought in with runoff 
water. 

During an eruption the ash particles commonly act as nuclei 
for the condensation of water, which dissolves a certain amount 
of acidic and other gaseous coprduck of the eruption. The water 
may persist aa raimdrops or as thin films until it rwhes the 
ground, or it may evaporab, leaving an acid residue on the par- 
ticle. The acid constituent3 in solution in the drop or film react 
slowly with the ash particle, and in time the solution will return 
to a newly neutral condition. Should a large mwnt of such ash 
fall into a atream, lake or reservoir More reaction is complete, 
the initial effecta will be increased turbidity and acidity of the 
water. Within a few hours after camtion of the ash fall, how- 
ever, the water may again become neutral or slightly albline, 
owing to reaction of the acid with the aah or other aushnded 
materid. The final condition will be a somewhat greater content 
of dissolved solids. 
An instructive example of effect on water wpply is furnished 

by the ash fall in Anchorage from the eruption of Mouat Spur 
on July 9,1953. Between one-fourth and oneeighth inch of fine ash 
was depwited in the environs of Anchorage in a period of abaut 
6 houm. Early tesh of wakr samples from a reservoir &owed 
pH values near 4.5 (moderately acidic) ; yet a few houra later 
when the ash fall had abated, Ithe pH was again ?mck to its n o m l  
value of ~IightIg. over 7. In the labratmy, memured amounts of 
dry ash placed in distilled water likewise produced only temporary 
increase in acidity. Thus, an acidic wakr that may have entered 
the public distribution system must haPe been neutralized long 
before reaching the consumer. 

Turbidity of the intake water at the Fort Richardson treatment 
plant ia normally less than 5 pa& per million. On July 9, the day 
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of the a& fall, it rum W p l y  to 290 park per million and then 
demwed lm below 5 w i n  by July 16 (WhetstoneI 1955). At the 
times of the rains mentioned below the turbidity again rose to low 
maxima of 10,12, 36, and "7 parts parts mimiillion. It was nwesmry 
to add much more of the chlorinating agent than n o d  at the 
Anchmge treatment plant to nnainhin the required level d 
chlorination during the initial perid of high turbidity and presum- 
ably the extra chlorinating agent was consumed by reaction with 
the suspended ash. 

An investigation of the effects- of the ash fall on the chemical 
character of water from Ship Creek and other water flourcea in 
the Anchorage area wm made by W h W n e  (1955). During a 
normal period, such as July 1949, the average sulfate eoncentration 
stayed close to 16 parts per million, decreasing, as did the content 
of total dissolved solids, during periods of high discharge of the 
streams. Ixnmediately after the ash fall of July 9,1953, the sulfab 
content was 28 pmh per million, considerably higher than would 
be expected at this time of year. For a few dam thereafter the 
sulfate content ranged between 27 and 29 partx per million, then 
increased to 36 parts per million on July 17-19, coincident with 
the first rainfall since the eruption and mmpanyinp; increase in 
stream discharge. The sulfate concentration then decreased grad- 
ually to 23 parts per million by the end of July. Subquently 
maxima of 28, 35, and 38 prta per million 0ec:wed immediately 
after mins of August 1-2, 6-10, and 21-28 respectively. Less 
complete sampling of other creeks in the area indicated similar 
concentrations. 

It ia quite apparent from thee results that soluble sulfate 
brought down with the ash partidm caused the abnormally high 
concentrations in the surface runoff. This occurred not only at 
the time of the ash fall but dso at ti- of auhequent rainfall 
and high stream discharge. Although the amounts of ~ulfate 
involved in this w e  are far below that considered harmful to 
drinking w a k ,  harmful: or diwgreeable amounk of aolubts con- 
stituents, such = gulfah,  chloride& fluorides, bumtea, or combi- 
nation of these, might be furnished by other eruption& It would 
~ e e m  adviaable therefore h determine the potability of a threatened 
water supply by repeated tasta durjng amd for a reasonable period 
following an ash fall. 

Attention is directed a h  h aidlar && on smaller w a b  
euppliea, such as remvoira, tsnks, open wells, and springs aerving 
only small groups of people or thw on farme. With small or 
moderate mounts d ash falling into s well, the undesirable 
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efPecta of turbidib and d i d v e d  solids m y  be cleared up simply 
by prolonged pumping to bring in normal water from the aquifer. 
In other caaq auch as during the eruption of Paricutin v o l a o  
in Mexico, springs and small gathering aseas mtty silt up go badly 
that removal of aah becomes necessary. According to Segerstrom 
(1960, p. 251, the faIl from Parlcultin aff& auch local 
water &upplies in a variety of direct and indirect ways. 

~~ 
In some volcanic areas, during emptiws there ia aa immediate 

danger of roof collapse due to heavy loads oi ash. This danger ia 
especially frequent in tropicrtI countries where the mmtruction 
of roofs for dwellings and other buildings is typically somewhat 
flimsy, providing only for protection from mm and rain, Least 
trouble of U s  kind is experienced with ~tmppitched roofs, which 
permit the 3d of ash to dide off before an excessive amount 
collects. For i n a w  ash fall material did not awumulate on the 
~1teep shingled rmfs of the Tarman Indian homea in the neighbor- 
hood of Paricutin volcanoI Mexico, in 1943 md 1944, whereas 
much not only co1Iect.d on the low tile rwfa of the Spanish style 
buildings but was difficult to remove because of their fragile 
construction. It is interesting to note that  the distinctive steep- 
m f e d  T m m  architectural style ia found in rs, region that 
probably was subjected tm relatively frequent ash falls during the 
last few thounand years and that the shpnetm of roofs may thus 
be more than a coincidence. 

Roofs of Alaskan houses. and many public buildim possess high 
baring strength rrnd are purposely steep M a mwure  of pro& 
tion against overload by snow. Although almost a foot of a& 
fell at the village of Kodiak during the 1912 eruption of Mount 
K a W ,  Griggs' account makes little mention of roof collapse due 
to  overloading except for one photo of a low-ttngle ah& roof on a 
barn on Long Island, jwt off the village of Kodiak (Griggs, 1922, 
p 16). While the possibility of roof collapse due to exwaaive 
loada of volcanic ash thua mamay not be acute during an Alaskan 
eruption, neverthelea it should not be disregarded, and attention 
should be given espdally to those roofa of weak conatmction or 
low pitch. The point of f aiIure of a m f  will be approached with 
a much thinner deposit of ash than of snow because of the greater 
demity of volcanic ash and the point of failure will be even more 
quickly approached with wet aah. 

m r P g ,  -BTATIOW, CO-CATTOW 

The community electric power is affeckl by both the potentist 
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of the generating plant and by the changing load or demand. 
Both facturn operated b disadvantage during the a& fall at 
Ancbmge om July 9, 1953, from the eruption af Mount Spurn. 
At the time one merahr was already ahut down for normal 
summer overhaul, when the peak power demand wually is loweat, 
snd thus the available standby power was below normal. The 
darkness preceding and accompsnying the ash fall cauaed the 
city streeblighting 8ystem to come on aufmnaticaJ1y at 11 o'clmk 
in the morning, and with the lights of residences and build- 
ings being turned on also, an u n m t i c i p k d  peak load reeulted. 
The k a i s  waa passed without serious breakdown by means of 
prompt radio appeals to coneumers to mnomize on the use of 
power. 

At the same time, Anchoram Mephone facilities were greatly 
strained became of the rush of phone calls betwen neighbors, 
friends, and relatives wishing to compare notes on the extent and 
meaning of the unprecedented fall of ash. Again radio appeal8 
to the subscribers were successful in reducing the load and pre- 
vention of choking of the system. It ia fairIy obvious that for a 
community of t h i ~  size one of the mmt effective mema of com- 
municating with the populace during an emergency is by way of 
the operating radio stations. 

Transportation at first m y  be made diflicult, chiefly owing to 
d e c m a d  viaibility, but seldom because of ddmiomtioo of of- 
gin- during the short period of ash fall. The ash, if dry, may 
form a haze, nearly opaque for all practical purpwa k head- 
lights of surface traffic. To this are a d d d  difficulties due to a h  
coatings on windshields and headlights and mtching of wind- 
shields, if windshield wipers are u& incautiously. Even if the 
rate of ash fall is not greaf much fine a& may be churned iata 
the air by traffic and by  wind^, giving greatly decreased visibility. 
The damp ash or mud rain, which commonly faller, adhere& even 
more persistently than dry ash to windshields and hdlightt~,  
and the driver may or may not find improvement by leaning 
outside, where he must face the same barrage aa the wind&ield. 
Traction komelr a problem with greater depths of a& on streets 
and highways, and it may become necessary to h g i n  large-acaIe 
ash-removal operations at once. 
Air traffic may become completely impracticable during the 

ash fall h u s e  of the decreased viaibility. In a heavy ash fall 
the ceiling is zero for all practical puqmw, and the attrition 
effecta of the ash particlee m a y  cause d m *  to the phne and 
engine if expure  is more than momentary. Operation of plane 
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tr&c during light atrh fall does not seem to have seriom 
m u e n m .  

For wme time after eruption and fall of ash has declined, the 
danger of A d s ,  rnudfiows, and even landslides may corttinue; 
they mnatitute the main threata to continuous operation of public 
utilities, tranapodtion, and communication. Addikional hazaxda 
may exist to a minor degree owing to wind-raiaed dwt clouds 
in and around the desolated region. 

Although it might appear at first that ground covenid with the 
poroua and fluffy ash mantle should readily absorb l a m  quanti- 
ties of rrainfall and thus hold back runoff, generally it can hold 
back only a fraction of what would have been retained were the 
ground still covered with n o m l  vegetation ( hwdemilk, 3947) . 
The rainwater quickly satura- the interstitial apace of the ash, 
then begins to run off its surface and erode the already satumw 
ash and the mil beneath. The very fineness vf particle size of the 
ash at the surface--the portion that settled out most slowly--d+ 
cresses the permeability and is a major factor in increasing run- 
off and erosion. Only slight oversaturation of slope ash is needed 
to i w m e  the bulk volume and lubricate the m a s  movement of 
wahr-saturated ash, no that the situation ie ideal f w triggering 
floods and mudflows, which in eo many casw have fdlowed vol- 
canic eruptions and caused more loss of life and property than the 
eruptions themselves, 

The probability of floods and rnudflom, besides being dependent 
on the quantik of Ime ash deposited, ia dependent on the weather, 
and heavy rains during or following heavy ash fall will prac- 
tically guarantee the occurrence of destructive floods and mud- 
flows. This probability must be asses4  by the civil authorities 
with the aid of mebmlogista, and provision ;should be made for 
evacuation of citizens from vulnerable areas. Too often them is 
no peHad of graceI for, once start& the flood and mudflow fronts 
move with astonishing rapidity, and tm be safe, pemonne1 must be, 
out before the flow s W .  Ash avdmchea and land~lidea, while 
an extension of the features of mudflowa, are likely to be of im- 
portance only in meas very deeply covered by new ash, that is, in 
zonw quite near the volcano. 

Ther effect of A d e  and mudflows on transportatfon can b sud- 
den and a h i t o u e .  Floods of volcanic derivation often carry 
much g~eater suspended loads than ordinary floods, and h a u w  
of this carry the threat not only of deatrudion of bridges and 
wwbuts of subgrades in some arem but likewise of "fill-ins" along 
other portions of the flood course. The latter can be in the form 
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of burid of atretches of highway or railroad tracks or choking of 
dbliahed water co-. Following the inten% i e l y  ash erup 
tiom of Pstricutin in Mexico, for imtanm, the 3mt heavy ralw of 
the wet smon sent great debris-laden A d s  down valley to choke 
the intricate ~ystem of irrigation ditches with asrh (Lowdermilk, 
1947) 

Machinery in power-generating plants, often located not far 
above normal stream level, can be especially vulnerable b vol- 
canic R d  waters. Besidea the hazard of oubrnemion, there is 
the added danger of abrasion of moving parts of turbines by the 
ash-laden water. Power lines as well a ~ l  communication lines are 
vulnerable t o  breakage by floods) mudflow4 and avalanchm. 
To forestdl aa much aa pwible the damage of floods and allied 

catxtdrophiea, the work ci£ clewing the ash from main arkrim of 
travel should be rstarted as m n  aa possible after the climax of 
eruption. In the city, attention &auld also be given to prevention 
of dogging of stom mwers and other vulnerable installations. 
Several typea of ah-mmova1 machinery may be pressed into 
service, and the mwt effective type will depend on the depth of 
mh to be removed and the degree of mmp1eteness of removal. 
The 1963 ash fall in the Anchorage area, for instance, was effec- 
tively removed by two makeshift devices: at the airports, jet  en- 
gin= were used to blow ash from runways, and in the city streets, 
graders with thick rubber lips attached to their blades were able 
to =rape all but a mall residue of ash from the streets. 

AGEICWLTWRB AND ItIXATED ACTfPrrIES 

Perhaps the most lasting effects of volcanic eruptions from the 
viewpoint of humans are found in rtgricuIture. Lava f lom destroy 
land for agricultural purposes, usually for many generations, un- 
1- covered in turn  by volcanic a h  or water-deposited sediments. 
A& falls may degtroy the crop at h d  and imp= aevere handi- 
caps to livestmk grazing and to obtaining normal mope for several 
seasons. As the ash becomes mixed into the old soil, however, it  
may eontribute benefits that are felt for many seasons or genera- 
tions. The details of the after effecta of eruptions on soils and 
crops me not yet well undemtood, and there is n e d  for investiga- 
tion of waya to ameliorate the m u 1  effects and waya k make 
the beneficial effects of the ash available m n  after rtn eruption. 
The agricultural effects of volcanic eruption8 may be clwed a8 
the immediate effects and the long-range efl&. The immdiate 
effects are in the main spec :~u la r  and destructive, while thwe 
felt over a longer period (several years or generatiom) include 
many that are beneficial. The lack of fundamental information on 
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which more definib conclusione could be bmed ia due in k g e  part 
to the fact that the opportunities for clear-cut investigation p r e  
anted by aictuttl eruptions are scattered, both fcw~aphically md 
in time, and that only in a very few instances have studies, ~ h r t e d  
with the eruption, been carried through systematically to an 
ultimate fruition. 

I M M m I A m  EFFECTsl OF ASH FALL 

Planb are relatively vulnerable to damage by vdcanic erug 
tionts, and there is a wide r u e  of wmptibility among plank of 
different types. The mechanical overloading of ash on bmdleaf 
trees and plants is common, leading to breaking of l imb and 
stem and to many casuaItiea. Needlf+lwf trees auch as pinea, 
while lesar vulnerable to overloading, appear to be quite smptible 
to damage by such common volcanic gases as sulfur d i o x i d d a m -  
age that may not show up for several days w wceks after exposure. 
Fruit blooms e x p e d  to volcanic gases and ash may be killed 
outr!ght or may survive to produce malformed or blighted fruit. 

A sufficient depth of ash smothers pasture grass and low foliage. 
If only an inch or thereabouts of aah is demited, subsequent 
rainfall probably will wash out enough for the maas and other 
plants to continue growth the same seam& provided chemical 
damage to the leaves has not been too great. If the deposit is 
much deeper, new growth may break b u g h  the ash mantle or 
reappear when the aah mantle is removed by erosion. A depth of 
ash-fall depmit of several inches ia ~ufficient, to smother many 
t y p e s  of grasses, and if somewhat thicker it is enough to weigh 
down and smother low buahy growth. For higher bushes and 
trees the main damage may be from breakage of branches. 
With orchid trees and other t r m  of special value, damage from 
this mum m y  be prevented in large part by frequent shaking of 
foliage during the ash fall. 

During the eruption there are marked meteorological effects 
near the vent. Low-level air laden with moisture is dragged up- 
ward to mingle with moisture- and dustcladen air d the eruptive 
cloud (Finch, f930), with the result that strong downpours, 
variously I d e d  with ash and dimolved chemicals, are curnmon 
in the vicinity of the vent and immediately downwind. The 
eruptive plume--that is, the horizontal train of eruptive gas and 
ash moving downwind-ia extremely turbulent and hw the re- 
quired conditions not only f or rainstom but also for destructive 
hailstoms, which have been nohd on masion in zones under the 
eruptive plume. The heavy rain~torms on a s h a v w d  terrain 
may result in exceserive runoff and dieastroua floods (p. 4493. 
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While very little quantitative informath is available on dam- 
age of vegetation by volcanic gases, a relatively large amwnt is 
available about damage by various industrial gases, s m e  that, 
find their counterpa* in the f u r n s  emitted from volcanoes. The 
data in this field have been summarized by Thcnnas (1951) and 
are listed in a somewhat generalized form in the following WTe 
for thme gases common to both industrial and volcanic activity. 
It may be noted that the "threshold concentration" given here is 
roughly similar but not exactly analogous to the "maximum sllow- 
able concentration" listed for human experience on page 443. It is 
necessary also to emphasize that the threshold value may vary 
greatly, not only from one type of plant b mother, but dm 
that the susceptibility of a given plant may increase dmstically, 
for instance, during periods of higher humidity and mom active 
growth. An additional factor of possible importance in the prab 
lem of volcanic damage is the effect of combinations of one or 
more of the harmful a dtuation that apparently alao exists 
in the smog of modern cities and is claiming the attention of many 
inveetigators. 

Hdmobhh a d .  . . . . . . . . . .  . I  10 . .  ........ 
.... .......... Hydmdlawia acid.. .) Y A b l e . .  

-mi813a.. .......... .] I . .  ........ 
hlfw d-.. .............. I . .  .......... Chrwio: Y e U o d y  md M m h i q  d l a s ~ .  I I huub: EOIhw 0, mwginnl and 1ntamPBdkl 

a m ,  drying to ivory or bmwnkh ral. 

The mp1exity of the problem of natural volcanic rn in- 
creases by the common invoIvement of a e m l  m i d  and larger 
dropletxi composed of wabr ~olutiom of one or mom of the harm- 
ful compounds, Thus, while an aerml of pure sulfuric acid 
liquid may not be particularly harmful, m e  of a water solution 
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of ~uwuric acid of medium strength may have a ~trong mrching 
eflrect. Many of the "charred forests'' and "burnt" vegehtion of 
past volcanic erupltiom, aWbuW bo red hot ~h Palla or to high- 
temperature blasts, must rather be suspected of having been 
pduced  at low k p e m t m   imply by the oxidizing d o n  of 
sulfuric acid m i a t e d  wiUl the aah fall, or by the action of 
&rang dose;s of sulfur dioxide gas, the effect d which m y  not be 
distinguishable from that of sulfuric acid by untrained obrvers.  
The action of mluble acid gases, such as hydrochloric and hydra- 
Auoric acids may likewise be expeckd to vary greatly in wakr 
solution aermls, and not necemrily ia &ow a maximum effmt 
in mncentrakd solution nor a constant dew- of && upm 
dilution. 
The wide range of pomible concenhtisns leading to differing 

chemical, and pathological mtivity of t h w  s;ubstam~ can be 
appreciated by mmidering the variety of meteomlogid situations 
in which they might be involved. Aerosol drop1eh of sulfuric 
acidl for ins-, passing through an atmosphere of high relative 
humidity would be quickly diluted owing to the strong affinity of 
sulfuric acid for water, Other acids in -us form might form 
aermols under W l a r  circumstances, and rain drops falling 
through w forming in an eruptive fume cloud dissolve some of 
the avaihble nonatmoispheric gases or aamofs. Duration of ex- 
p u r e  is an important factw, and if the bxic droplets aye re- 
moved quickly from the plank (rinsed off for instanoe by a 
nontoxic rain), there may be na harmful &&, 

Tha gaseous and liquid constituents dm &st as absorbed films 
on ash particlea in the eruptive doud and are bmught down with 
the ash fall or mud rains. The harm they do to vegetation is 
probably largely conditioned by different mebrological eritua- 
tions, as diacvsasd above. Finely divided ash, eslpedally the glassy 
portion, may slowly react with the acid solution of the adsorbed 
film and, if contact ia of suflicient duration, the d d  may be 
neutra1ized before: it begim reacting with the vegetation, or short1 y 
thereafkr, thus reducing the direct toxic effect. 

Near Mount Katmai, the destruction of planter by the 1912 
eruption was extreme. G r i m  (1916) went ahore in 1913 at 
Russian Anchorsge, about 25 miles ~ ~ u t h e a s t  of Mount 
Katmai volcanb, and found exkenaive devht ion  by the 3-foot 
mantle of ash, but also many indimtiom that the prmesa of 
recovery had already begun. Whereas the vegetation of the pre- 
ceding mason hsd h n  reported tas completely wiped out, Griggs 
found that the ddem on dopes facing away from the volcano 
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were meen and luxuriant. Those on the slopes facing toward the 
volcano had shriveled buds and were without leaves, although 
their woody parts were still pliable and new ahoots were being 
sent up from the roots. From the dewription it appears that 
gasea or fumes, rather than the high-temper ature b l a b  su&&ested 
elsewhere, could have defoliated the aldera. Smaller plants on 
the fairly level areas had been buried completely, yet where ash 
had been removed, vegetation seemed to be starting again 
vigorously. 

At Kodiak, 100 miles eaabmutheast of Katmai volmoS the 
10-inch ash fall destroyed all low-mwing vegetation. The dam- 
age t o  such plants, according to Gxiggs (1915), was not by any 
poisoning effect but simply by the smothering action of the ash 
blanket. Trees were weighted down by the aah, but on the 
conifers the effect was possibly little worse than from the periodic 
loads of winter snow. Griggs found no evidence of chemical 
blight on the conifemas trees. Materials of landglidee and mud- 
flows, together with material washed off dopes by running water, 
were demited at the base of dopea to fill in ponds and swamps 
and bury their vegetation. 
In the 1943-52 eruption of Padcutin in Mexico, agriculture in 

the immediate neighborhood m e  to a virtual halt, and effects of 
the eruption were felt many miles dawn the main valley where 
ash-laden flowla covered fields, clogged the irrigation ditehes of 
the rich sugarcane lands of the l.m Reyes f l d  plain, and washed 
out the several power darns of the valley. Close to the volcano, 
foliage and b l m a  of fruit trees were destroyed, and at distances 
of several tens of miles sporadic ash falls caused damage to fruit 
Blooms. Widespread loss of cane harveata at Im Reyes during 
1944 and early 1945 was the result of a plague of cane borers, 
who thrived apparently became of the extermination of a natural 
insect enemy of the borer during the ash fall. Yet in the same 
area the productivity of mangos and guavm inereaaed after the 
onset of the eruption, reporkdly WUPR of the eradication of 
a d h c t i v e  fruit  fly by the ash fall (Segemtrom, 1950, p. 22). 
Also the ash fall may have killed certain insecb that othem4se 
would b v e  fertilized bloums and thus may have interrupted the 
reproductive cycle of some plamts. 
ib long as the eruption continued there seemed little to be  

done to ameliorate the situation in regard to cult ivhd crops near 
Pdcutin. If such plantings as were attempted in the ash were 
able to survive subsequent ash falls, washouts, or burials by runoff 
sediment, they withered and died before maturing. Consequently 
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there rn much discoumgernent, and the few who obtained har- 
veste were able to do so only by great effort, such as planting corn 
in individual holes in the ash where the rmts could reach the 
old soil. It should be emphasized here, however, that Paricntin's 
continuation of activity through seveml growing seasons is ex- 
ceptional behavior for v o t ~ o a  and that agricultural deshction 
by most volcanic eruptions takes place mainly in a brief period, 
after which rehabilitation and return ta normal can p r d  with 
only moderate chance of interruption by further eruptive dvi ty ,  

The logging industry may auffer owing to w i d e a p d  killing 
of fore& by aah fall, to distorted growkh of trees following non- 
fatal damage, or to insect infwtations brought about with the 
ecological imbalance, At Parleutin prior to the 1943 eruption, 
pine forata had been the source of lumber* fuel, and turpentine 
(Segeratrom, 3960, p. 23). Most trees within the 1-meter line of 
u h  thicknw were killed, while most outside the half-meter thick- 
ness survived. Many men of the nearby villages, no longer able 
to plant crops, turned t o  w d  cutting for a living, with the 
rwult that not only were damaged trees, logged off, but also many 
more of the undamaged trew than was g o d  for the region as a 
whole. The turpentine industry had to be given up for the dura- 
tion of the eruption because of the intermittant contamination 
of the pine sap by ash fa'lling into the collecting cups. 

The effect of a ~ h  fall on livestock ia frequently quite aerious, 
and the present writer has found no complete explanation of the 
mechanism of the effat., except where starvation ha8 been c a d  
by burial of pmturea, In situations where the cattle are able to 
graze on agh-laden pasturage, they have frequently been seea to 
sicken and die in a very bloated condition, and this has been 
presumed, without much trained investigation, to be due mainly 
to indigcriminate consumption of ash along with the grass, per- 
haps resulting in ultimate overloading of the digestive syafxm 
with mechanically irritating rock material or with poisons such as 
fluorides or ammonium chloride. At K d i a k  in 1912 so much 
concern was felt for the herd of Galloway cattle at the Agricul- 
turd E~pen'rnent Station that it was shipped b the S t a h  and 
only returned two years dter  the eruption when pastures had 
revivd. Other cattle were supported by i m p r k d  endlage 
I Gr im,  1922, p. 441, At Paricutia about 4,500 cattle, 560 horses, 
and dozens of aheep and mh died from the eff& of the ash falls 
during the early weeks of the eruption in 1943 (Segerakom, 1950, 
p. a), and many more were saved only by removing them in 
time to unaffected mess. A ~ t u d y  of the e f f~ ta  of ash fall on 
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1 ivesM ie anticipated as a part, of the series on the 194748 
eruption of Hekls in Iceland (Thomrimwn, 1954) and promises 
to be of value, 

Damage to R~hing mmds and to &marine life in gmmd appear 
to be very temporary, judging from the scanty information found 
in the Pitmature. Little dir- study seems to have been made 
of the problem, probably because of the emt ic  occurrence of 
eruptiuns and the difficulties introduced by lack of controlled 
conditions. However, it is not poaible b say that important and 
long lasting efF& do not result from some eruptions. 
The effect of the eruption of Mount Katmai on marine vegeta- 

tion was d i m &  briefly by Rigg (1914), who had examined the 
near-ahore vegetation along the south mast during the summer of 
1913. He found that larger planb, such as kelp, that had been 
reported as dead a m  after the eruption, were once again growing 
in the littoral zone, and he concluded that damage had k n  
apparmt1y from four causes : 

(1) tha grinding deef  of floating pumice; 
(2) actual burial of planta by the deposit of anh; 
(3) burial by esh of roch  which had furni~hed anchorrrge for marine d m ;  
(4) the effect of poiaonom g a  on plants growing in the U t t w a l  zone or 

whose distal portion3 are kept  a t  the surface of the wabr by floata. 

Rigg further concluded that the damage waa temporary and that 
the kelp M g  which serve so well aa a warning of shallow rocky 
b o k t m m  to navigators, aa well as a ~~ of potash fertilizer for 
the vegetable gardens of the nativea, should regain mod of their 
original distribution shortly. He did not d i s c u ~  the && of 
the ash fall on the f d  supplies of the near-shore or off-ehme 
fauna or poarsible d i e  effecb on the fauna. 
In d i ~ u s s l n g  the 1947 eruption of Hews in Iceland, Thorarins- 

son (1954, p. 62) remarked on the rqmrta of complete disappear- 
ance of cod from the fishing a m  betmen the islands of 
V ~ h n n a e f i a r  and the  swth comt of I c e l d  (map, fig. 4) for 
two days following the o u t b r d  and ash fall. Fishing bats  op- 
erating still farther south and outside the zone of ash fall re- 
ported an apparent increase of cod in the d e p r  water, rrs if they 
had temporarily fled the area of ash fall. No further information 
was f arni~hed. 

]U)NO-RbTPOB OF A6EI FALL 

Moderate ash falls usually are ultimately beneficid to agricul- 
ture, especially if the area afPected escapes exmive  eraion, for 
mod mils are improved, both chemially and phy~ically, by admix- 
ture of fresh rmk materid, This ia strikingly shown in m y  
tropical and gubtropical aseas of concentmted agricultural de- 
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velopment, as remarked upon by van Bemmelen (1949, p. 224) 
for Indonesia, by Rigobrd (1934) for amas of recent volcanic 
activity in Itsly, and by others. Application of volcanic ash ta 
soik as a dowacting fertilizer has been cogently ~ug.g&ed by 
KelIer (1948). In regions of low temperatures and low rainfall 
the beneficial effects of volcanic ash falls are not felt as swn 
perhaper, but nevertheless have hen amply demonstrated, as 
noted, for instan#, by Criggs (1922) in describing the remask- 
able recovery of vegetation at Rodiak 1 dand following the eruption 
of Mount Krrtmai. Le6n and Polle (1956) found that only potash 
was available in adequate amounts in the 1955 ash fall of Voldn 
Nilahue in southern Chile. Wherw the phmphoms-fixing capa- 
city orf thirs ash wrra low, that of somewhat older aah soil was 
Jrsads appreciably developed. 
The physical characteristics of fresh volmk ash differ mark- 

edly in some respects from those of the usual mil, particularly 
in its granularity, sharp angularity of particles, general paucity 
of ultrafine particles, and extreme lack of cohesion under aome 
conditions, yet too great cohesion under other conditions. If the 
fresh a& dewit  is greater than plow depth, them physical 
chttrachi~tics lead to distinct behaviors when its use as a eoil 
is atbmpkd, for they affect not only workabiIity, permeability, 
and eTodability, but aha ability to function as a nutrient medium 
for the mil flora and fauna. 

The bulk chemical composition of raw volcanic ash may be 
similar to that of a normal soil, except for abnwrmaIly low content 
of chemically combined water and organic material. Silica con- 
tent of most volcanic ash lies between 45 percent and 75 percent. 
The following table ~howrg for example, that the aah of the Mount 
Spurr eruption of 1953 had a fairly low silics content, about 56 
percent, whereas that of the Mount Kalmai eruption of 1912 
ranged from ST to 76 percent, an extraordinarily wide range fox 
ash of a single eruptian. An ash mantle several inch= thick 
would wntain large a h l u t e  amounts per acre of such mineral 
nutrients as potash, lime, and phosphorus, even though the per- 
centage~ of these constituents in the ash is law. However, the 
total bulk andpis does not give the very immtant information 
on how much of the mineral nuwents are available to the plants* 

Whether the aah will be suitable aa a supporting "soil" ia de- 
t d n d  by ik response to the demands of the plants. A variety 
of chemical tests have been devised to measure the approxhmte 
amounts of plant nutrients that may be expA& to becoma avail- 
able from a n o m l  soil during the grawing season. Thwe tests 
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Bulk &mid m p o e i l i m ,  in peremat, of soms A b k a n  BOWG pwdwh 

1. h b  Mount Spnrr sruptlon of Jub #, lW6s mllwt.d mt Anchorma, Almka. Anmlpsta: 
F. 5. BuAa. Katrtne ~ i i t a ,  mnd H. F. Phllllps, u . s . ' ~ I .  Bu-. 

'2. Aah. Mount Xatmal, eru~t lon  of 1012, Iww In r ncrlra. Ilnrlylt: C. N. Pmner (1960, p. 
els 1. 

8. &me m t  2. 
I .  Same M 2. 

-- 
wick.. ................... 
AM)#. ................... 
FeaOa. ................... 
FaO.  .................... 
MRO. ................... 
CRO ..................... 
k a O .  ................ ... 
KoO ..................... 
H?O f ................... 
Iho-. ................. 
Tho*. .................... 
COz ..................... 
PzOu ..................... 
MnO.  ................... 
f4 ....................... 
C1.. .................. ., 
808. .................... 
BsO ..................................... 

TOM. ............. 

commonly involve a rapid leaching of a measured soil aanpla with 
a given amount of weak mid ~oltstion, such M hydrochloric or 
citric acid and comparing the results with thme obtained from 
leaching a similar mil, whose nutrient content was ~hown t o  be 
adequate by actual plant growkh tests. Unfortunately few controlled 
plant growth experiments have been made on fresh volcanic: ash, 
and, because ash is so different in many respeds from normal aoil, 
certain reservations must be held on the use of arbitrary chemi- 
cal tests that have been calibrated only against plant-growth ex- 
periments on normal soil. 

Such chemical tests are to Borne extent indicative neverthelea, 
and the results of tests on the 1953 Mount Spurr ash are given b+ 
low. Although calcium is "high" in these tests, nitrogen (both aa 
nitrate and as ammonia) and phosphorus are unavailable, 
and potash is "low." This ash in itself would therefore seem 

IT-t. mrrk Jtllr ID. 1W8, t Pmu! Mmrtln, Ahaka Am. Sxpt. Str, Pmlmw, A h h ,  wtng Mot. 
Ban mil-htln,~ -tern. (LunL Bamnaon and Jm-. 1960). DH = 1.8 (mate of E part 
nnh b 1 pmrE d~ntlUCd w h f J  1 

NOL None Mn , .................... Tram B , Tmce 
PrOr . --...-None NHI .,..,.-.,, None hio. - None 
It0 Low Cu Low ZL..- Tram 
CaO - . . H i g h  SO. .....-.-.-A Medium H g - T m  
MgO Tram C1 ....-..,. Trace Pb - -  None 
e . , M e d i u m  Si . .--.,, Hiah A -None 
A1 - .  Mcdiurn COI ..., N o n e  

2 
I /  --- - - 

I 56.2 
17.2 
3 . 1  
4.2 
3.7 
1 . 4  
3.4  
1.0 

-24 
-93 
-74 

None 
.811 
-16 
.BOI ................. 

1.6 

1w 

88.m 
14.614 

1.M 
2.75 
1.6.5 
4.07 
3.W2 
1 .V8 
, I:# 
.42 
.G3 ................................................ 
. I4  . W 
-02 
.13 ................................................ 
-04  

100.10 

67.90 
17.89 
2.78 
4 , f s  
8.42 
7.40 
4 .  fi3 
1.IM 

.3i3 
.07 
.81 

.22 
1 5  
.07 
'07 

.Od 

~M).BB 

------ 
76.M 
la.al 

.48 

.Qh 
1 .MI 

1.01 
4.15 
3.05 

.25 

.87 
'17 

.03 
JM 
.!A 
.25 

.07 

ioo.ia 
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to be. a poor medium for plant growth. As its thickness in. the 
Anchorage area was only about a quarter of an inch or lw, 
however, its available nutrients ~hould not greatly influence 
the total available #rough the plow depth, in this w e .  The 
available phosphorus test showing of "none" is somewhat sur- 
priuing in view of the quite normal amount of total PsOa in the 
Mount Spurr ash (p. 458, analyais 1). This total phosphorus can 
probably be mmed to be in the gIwy portion w in the mineral 
apatite, or in both, m found in similar ash from other volcanoes, 
which do show a certain amount of phosphorus in the available 
f om. 
The first examination of the Mount K a b i  a& of 1912 was 

apparently made by Fry (1912) of the U.S, Department of Agri- 
cu:ulturs. Three samp1ea of ash, repremnting the s u m i v e  mh 
falls af June 6-8 a t  the village of Kodiak were found to mmi~t 
predominantly of glass shards with varying amozsnb of crystal- 
line minerals. Conaidering them from the agricultural hndpoint, 
he stated : 

There is mry m a o n  to anticipate that these glasses, as well a5 the definite 
minerals, wmld dissolve, hydrdize, and behave as would ordinary mil min- 
erals . . . , and on the whole these falls 6 1 1  probably serve altimakly as an 
enrichment of the preexisting soil, although it by no mmns follow thst the 
immediate effects will b~ satisfactory. 

A very few data on the availability of nitrogen in the ash of 
eruption of Mount Kstmai are furnished by Shipley (19191~)~ and 
are 8ummarized in the following table. From them it may be 
concluded, first, that the raw a& has a very low content d nitrw 
gen, or none at all in the ease at the ash flow frcnn Kahai vol- 
cano, and aemnd, that there was a measurable mount of nnigrqgen 
in ash mound springs in which algae were growing, and a much 
higher content of nitrogen in reworked river-bottom ash in which 
~eedlinga were thriving. None of these media contained anything 
near the amount; of nitrogen found in the normal tundra soil. 
Shipley gives no data on available poWh and phosphorus although 
he rmunta a few tests for apparent soluble salt content, made 
by an electrical resistance method, which showed great differences 
f mm the tests on normal soils. 

Some of the volcanic ash of the Mount Katmai area not only 
did not support vegetation but appeard to have toxic effect on 
germinating &lings. Shipley (1919b) concluded that the effect 
was probably due to the high content of ferrous sulfate (0.081 
and 0,800 percent sulfate ion in two samples), which would handi- 
cap the functioning of the nitrifying bacteria. 
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Result8 o f  tes ts  fo r  nitrogen in ash o f  1912 eruption of  Mount K a t d  
[Shiplw, 1919~1 

I Nitrogen in parts per million 
- - 

Location and deaeription of sample I asN& I u N 0 a  / T O W N  

Mount Katmsi volcano: 
Upper layer of aahfall.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Trace O.ooo.1; 0.8 
Ash flow.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . /  None I None i None 

Section 8 milea south of Mount Katmai crater: 1 I I 
1. Ash, wind-deposited layer 4 in. thick. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  None None . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2. Ash. topdust layer 2 in. thick.. ................ . I  None I None . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3. Ash, yellow 10 in, thick.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 .O1  None ............ 
4. Ash, grey 32 in. thiok. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  .01 1 None I . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
5. Ash terracotts 16 in thick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  None . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6. Ash' lower gray 18 in. thiok. ..................... 1 None I . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ i x e d  'sample of whole section. ............................................. .05 

Observation Mountain: 
Ash, dong stream that contained living algae. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ash, dry top layer.. ............................... ............ 
Ash, moist top layer.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .04 ........... 

Katmai River: 
Ash river-deposited seedlings ............. 4 .. 1 32.0 
~ s h :  river-deposited: seedlings ............... Trace Trace 32.0 

h h v i k  Bay: 
Tundra a t  6 in. depth.. ............................ 1 2.4 I .OIP 1 . . .......... 
Tundra. 12 in. thick. ...................................................... 4320 

According to Griggs (1922, p. 46), ash a t  Kodiak village showed 
"available potash (K20) 0.05 percent" and a "small amount" of 
phosphoric acid. He concluded from pot tests on ash alone and 
with varying added chemical fertilizers that, although wheat 
would germinate and start to grow in the raw ash, some addition 
of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash was necessary to prevent 
their early death. It was found a t  Kodiak that addition of nitrate 
alone to the ash covered fields produced fair harvests of ensilage 
during the 1913 season. 

The low ion-exchange capacity of fresh volcanic ash can no 
doubt be attributed to the absence of clay minerals, organic matter, 
and other ultrafine material. Baak (1949, p. 55) emphasized that 
in typical Indonesian eruptions, the amount of material smaller 
than a half micron is always less than 1 percent by weight, and 
this generalization is no doubt valid for most freshly erupted 
volcanic ash of other parts of the world. The initial pH of sus- 
pensions of volcanic ash may be quite acidic, owing mainly to 
absorbed soluble acid constituents, as discussed in the section 
above on public health. These suspensions commonly revert to a 
neutral or slightly alkaline condition as the ash itself gradually 
makes contributions to the solution, and a similar situation may 
arise in the ash layer in place on the ground as well as a flushing 
out of the soluble acidic constituents by percolating water. 



Weathering and mil-forming procesaeer begin immediately after 
the deposition of the aah in t h e  podions exposed to the air and 
ground water. The ultimate product is a mterid skble in this 
environment, normally s mil rich in clay minerals. Volcanic ash, 
especially the g lwj  portion, is unstable, and it weathers to clay 
at a much more rapid rate than dense cryswline +, both 
because of the relative vulnerability of the glass to chemical at- 
twk arid becaase its granular character permits w y  - of 
altering wlutiom. Yet in term of the human fife 8- it requires 
much time. Fifty years afhr the 1883 eruption of -tau 
volcanq for instance, the surface ash seemed to ~hcrw no dis- 
cernible dwelopment of clay minerals (Mob m d  van Barefi, 1954, 
p. 214), in spite of an abundmt growth of new vegetation. No 
doubt the rate of weathering in the Alaalcan and Aleutian climatm 
can be presumed to be even slower than in the tropical climate of 
Pulau Krakatsu. Dlcksoa and Crmker (19641, studying the 
mil on a 1,200-year old volcanic mudflow from Mount Shasta, Calif., 
found only a thin opaque coating on the glass fragments u indim 
tion of weathering. Crystalline fragments such aa plagimlaae, 
pymene and amphibole showed no apparent effects, after 1,200 
yeam of expmerure to weathering agencia. 

The mechanisms of weathering of natural minerah and g l w  
are only poorly underetmd, and much more obaewationa1 data 
under controlled natural condition8 are needed. Field- and Swin- 
dale (1954), investigating mils of Pacific islands and New Z e t ~  
land list five groups of materials in order of incrming resistance 
t o  weathering : (1) olivine, pyroxene, and hornblende ; (2) basic 
volcanic glasg and zeolitm ; (3) mica; (4) mid volcanic g lw and 
feldspars; and ( 5 )  quartz. They conclude that basic volcmic 
glm (glum high in iron, magnesium, and durn) weathers 
first tn amorphous hydrous oxides of iron, aluminum, and silicon, 
then to allophane or gibbaite and finally ta kaolin or montmoril- 
lonik depending on whether hydrogen iom or calcium ions pre- 
dominate, respectively. The acid volcanic glasses with which they 
dealt weather firat to amorphous hydmus oxida of aluminum 
and silicon and then to allophane or kaolin. 

The gradual breakdown of volcanic glass and c~ptilline ma 
terial during weathering is accompanied by relertse of elements to 
ground solutions, and among these dements are calcium, p&m- 
ium,  phosphorus, and &in trace elements imporhnt in plant 
nutrition. Thus plant food is d e  available at a slow rate, which 
perhaw becornea even slower aa midual demmpoeition pmductEl 
form mantles on the original particles, The very slowness of 
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release of theae f a d  elements may be an advantage in some cir- 
cumstances, however, M pointed out by Keller (1948), who advo- 
cates the application of certain natural rock materials, among them 
volcanic ash, to the land aa fertilizere to provide s steady supply 
of plant food over many growing sworn. For similar reasons 
MeIntyre (1954) and Nestle (1965) have proposed astificiaIIy 
compounded ailicaglasaes as advantageous vehidw for furnishing 
minute but steady supplies of certain " tme element" nutrients, 
such aa boron, copper, zinc, manganese, and molybdenum, t o  the 
plants over n period of years. 

RECOLONIZATION BY NATURAL VEGETATION 

The problem of natural recovery of plants in an area devastated 
by volcanic activity is very complex, and discussion is handicapped 
by la& of information. The problem has interested hhnists and 
eeologkts for many generations, yet the few multa, often quoted, 
are based on studim that were discouragingly incomplek. Most 
frequently mentioned perham are the dimu&sians of the recoloni- 
zation of the islands devastated by the catastrophic eruption of 
Krakatau in 1883, and this recolonization has indeed become a 
clwic example, owlag to the work of Verbeek, Treub, Emst, and 
Doctors van Leeuwen. Some disagreement h w  been expressed 
with the assumption by other investigators that the eruption 
resulted in total destruction of plant life and that dl new-appear- 
ing plants mu& have come from outside by seed or spores. The 
problem is summarized briefly in a recent paper by Went (1949) . 
The recovery of vegetation after the 1912 eruption of Mount 

Katmai was the subject of a series of papers by Griggs and his 
coworkerrr, and the papers offer, perhaps, more useful data than the 
series on Krakatau, especially trs applied to the Alaskan situation. 
Mount Qtmai's eruption was nearly as intern as that of Kraka- 
tau, although it apparently caused no loss of human life. (In 
contraat, 28,000 peraons were killed by Krakatrtuk outburst and 
its  accompanying seismic sezl waves.) The a ~ h  dewits  from 
the Mount Katmai eruption were of two types : thme of matmial 
transported through the air and those of material that moved 
along the ground ~urface as ash  flow^. The ash-f all deposits were 
several bna of feet thick in the vicinity of the volcano, thinning 
to less than a foot at Kodiak, a hundred mile# soutk The ash flow 
deposits extended only a few miles but ranged in thickness from 
several feet to aeveral hundred feet. 
The recovery of vegetation on K d i a k  Island, according t~ 

Grigga (1918a, 1922), was ffsgte than had been expected in view 



of the initial desolation in June 1912, and more than bore out 
the prediction of Fry (1912) quoted above. The 10-inch deposit 
of ash had smothered all low vegetation and weighted down 
branches of pine and deciduous trees. By September 1912 the aah 
had compacted somewhat, and shrinkage cracks a ~ l  much as 2 
inchefs wide had formed in it; some vegetation had already ~tarted 
and shoots were developing along these cracks. In 1913 it was 
found that most trees around K d i a k  village had survived, having 
lost much of their burden of ash by this time and replaced the 
foliage that had h e n  destroyed. There waa still little or no under- 
growth and other low vegetation, however, and only a few lupine, 
frreweeds, and other perennials had come up through the ash 
blanket. A strong. detriment to survival of young plants, and one 
that has been noted in many other areac~ devastatd by ash fall, 
was the cutting effect of wind-blown ash. 
In 1916, when Grigga next visited Kodiak Idwnd, the whole 

area wag once again green with a vegetative cover. Tree wedlings 
had begun to appear and persisted through the following winter 
season. The grasses not only had rocovered, but they and other 
mall plants were thriving as never before. The ash mantle had de- 
creased somewhat in thickness, owing mainly to mmpaction and 
local ermion, and most of the new growth had come, not from new 
seeds sprouting in the w h  layer, but from old mots in the original 
sail. A species of field horsetail Equbetum a m m e )  was able to 
send up shoob from dd roots through two or more feet of ash 
cover, and this plant apread rapidly in the absence of competition 
from other plan& acting as an effwtive deteprent to wind and 
water erosion. G m s  seed planted in the ash layer was able in 
places to subsist but did not flourish. The detrimental effect of 
sand blast by blowing ash appeared to be dec-iw from season 
to &emon as more and more of the area waa protected by the 
encroaching vegehtion, 

The beneficial effects of the a h  to plant growth on Kodiak 
Island after the initial setback was amply demonatratedm Accord- 
ing to the inhabitants the pasture graas and garden vegetables 
w m  growing more vigwouslly a few seasons after the a& fall than 
they had previously. A spectacular, though not entirely typical, 
example ia a tree cut wveral sewom after the ash fall (Griggs, 
1922, p. 48) ahowing yearly growth rings after 1913 five times 
thicker than thme formed before the eruption. Gr im (1922, p. 
47) concluded that the increased growth rate of m& plants was 
due, not to the effect of added plant nutrienh, but to the mulching 
effwt of the ash when mixed in old soil and to the destruction of 
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com@ng plmh. Rria conclusion was based, however, on limited 
testa of the plant nutrients that might be available in the aah, 
and it is felt that the conclusion perhaps ~hould be held in 
ahpime. 

On the maidand in the vicinity of Mount K a h i  and the 
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, where the thicknm of the ash 
was on the order of feet rather than inch- the recovery of 
vegetation was markedIy slower than at Kodiak Island, and even 
today, almost a haIf centuq after the eruption, there are large 
areas on the great mh flow af the valley that, to a11 appearanus, 
remain without vegetation. Griggs first examined the damage on 
the penlmula briefly in the summer of 1913 while engagd in kelp 
etudim for the Bureau of Soils of the U.S. Department af Agri- 
culture (Grigge, 1915), and returned for more extensive &dim 
in 1915, 1916, and 1917 at the head of the National Geographic 
Society expeditions (Grigga, 1918b, 191% and b ) .  He landed in 
1913 at Russian Anchorage, 25 miles wsbsmtheast of Mount 
Xatmai, where he found that alders and most birch trees on slopes 
expoaed toward the volcano had no leaves, although mmy of their 
twigs were flexible and the interior wood waa green. In sites 
sheltered from the volcam the alders were in full foliage. Elder- 
berry and devilsclub foliage showed gome blighh aa if from fumes 
during the 1913 growing season. A vigorous growth 02 horsetaiEs, 
as at Kodiak 'Island, was found locally, in gullies partly cut through 
the %foot d e w i t  of ash. 

Following the more extensive studies in subsequent years in 
the vicinity of Mount Katmai, Griggs (1919a) divided the whde 
of the aR& region into six areas on the basis of the type of 
plant damage : ( 1) the outermost zone where plants were locally 
affected by acid raim but otherwise undamaged ; (2) K d i a k  and 
Afognak Islands where ash fall had greatly darnaged mall plants 
but had very little effect on trees and buahee ; (3) areas of slight 
injury on the mainland; (4) zone where treea had been kilIed but 
grasses had recovered; (6) zone of heavy ash fall where trees 
were killed and herbage buried ; and (6) Valley of Ten Thousand 
Smokea and Katmai Pass where all vegebtion had keen incinemted 
by the incandescent ash flow. The l a ~ t  four of t h w  zones are 
indicated on the map of figure 72, taken from G r i m  (1919a 
and b ) .  

A zone in which many h e a  were killed but herbage had re- 
covered extended as a curving band 5 to 10 milee wide f mm Katmai 
village on the south coast around west of Nov~~~upta, generally 
betwen the 1-fmt nnd 3-foot lines of ofh depth and intempted 
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F m e n  ?2.-Mmp of Yoant Kntmai. Mukh, rborIap drt*ustlw of W t J o n  In 1812 by Phs 
-reption and tbickneaa of rah depcait (miter G r i m  16ElBb). 

by the ash flow of the VsITey of Ten Thousand Smoka. In this 
zone rank growths of low plants, mostly m s e s  auch ss horsetail 
and blue joint, had been able to  come up through the ash layer 
fmm old roots. 
Ta t h e  east and south of the divide marked by Trident Volcano 
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and extended to Amalik Bag lay a zone in which mmt trees were 
killed and herbage was buried too deeply by the ash fall to r e  
cover (map, fig. 72). The northern limit of this zone is indefinite 
bemuse of lack of information. It lay within the zone of heavy 
ash fall, with thickness generally m t e r  than 2 feet, Curiously, 
here some smaller balsam poplars survived, though adjacent larger 
onep. were dead. Aldera and most birches in valley of Katmai 
River had been killed, but willows seemed to have recovered better 
than the other trees. Law herbage had not reappeared except 
where ash had been partly removed and ~r0wth  started again from 
old roots, as had been seen the first season after the eruption in the 
area around Russian Anchorage. 

G r i m  I1919a) concluded that all flowering plants had been 
damaged severely in these zones and that aome speciea recovered 
more rapidly than others mainly because of special abilities that 
enabled them rto cope h t h r  with the situation. He ~xgucd against 
toxic fumes at ordinary temperatures as the cause of widespread 
damage and proposed that a radially directed hot blast was re- 
sponfiible, These argvmenb are not altogether convincing, and 
it is felt that questions still remain, Although G r i m  regarded the 
zones of damage as not concentric about the volcano, it seems 
fairly obvious from examination of his map, figure 72, that the 
different zones of damage can be correlated with the confipra- 
tions of the two types of ash deposits: the ash fall strewn out 
downwind with its fumes, and the incandescent ash flow of the 
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. 
The zone of plant incineration includes the Valley of Ten Thau- 

sand Smokes and the Katmai Pass areas, in which all plant life 
was buried by the sudden outflow of ash, initially called a "hot 
mud flow" by Grigm (19188) but later shown by Fenner 1923) 
to have been an incandescent ash flow. The thickness of this ash 
flow deposit ia  still not known but must be several hundred feet 
in the medial part of the valley, thinning to as little as 10 
feet on the lateral edges and lower extremity. Former tundra v e g ~  
tation, within but near the edges of the  flow, was found in have 
been reduced to a thin layer of charcoal, and all pa* of treea 
immersed in the ash flow were thoroughly charred, In areas of 
undisturbed bare ash on the surface of the mh flow, no vegeta- 
tion had appeared by the end of 7 years, m d  when Griggs returned 
in 1930 at  the  end of 18 yeare only one type of plant, the leafy 
liverwo1+4, had obtained a significant fmthold (Grigm, 1933). 
Locally they formed a felted carpet half an inch thick that extended 
its cover aa far as the stability of the aah soil permitted, that is, 
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up to the edge of w of erwion and deposition. The gradual re- 
duction of the extent of h e  ash surfacesI with the encrwhment 
of liverworts over undisturbed ash and other plant types on re- 
worked ash, was leading to a decreasing rate of wind erosion and 
sand blasting and, with this, to an increased momentum in the 
progress toward stabilization. 

The presence of the livemorts as thriving pioneem on the raw 
ash surface and their absence or very subordinate role on re- 
worked ash and old mi1 surfaces at Mount Katmai in 1930 led 
Griggs to investigate these planb in some detail, mpecislly as 
re-& their requirements for nitrogen, which he had found to 
be notably lacking in the raw a& Griggs concluded (1933, 1936) 
that thme particular livemorts, especially CephulozieUa bpsacea, 
could thrive on lower concentrations of nitrogen compounds in 
the soil than other competing types, such as m m w ,  algae, and 
seed plants. Smith and Griggs (1932) ran laboratory bsis on 
badria (chiefly B. mdiobaeters) associated with the liverworts 
and found none WE them able to fix atmospheric nitrogen Addi- 
tional labomtorg investigations by Grigge and Ready (1984) con- 
firmed that the liverworts could ~ubsist and reproduce, apparently 
on amounts of nitrogen too low to be detected by the available 
chemical tests, and that when the nitrogen content of the media 
was hhigh, the competing plants, such as mosses and algae, 
smothe'ed the very slow growing livemorts. They suggest that 
the amount of ammonia in the rainfall at Mount Katrnai, even 
though very low as compared with industrialized areas, might 
have b e n  auficient to support the liverwort growth. 

Additional, studies of revegetation near Mount Katmai were 
staM in the 1953 and 1954 seasons by V. H. Cahalane as part of 
s mperative project of the National Park Semice and other 
governmental agencies and organizations. Although Chalane was 
unable to adequably rwurvey the same ground in Valley of Katmai 
River in which so much of Griggs' work had been concentrated, 
he made cdlectiom at three stations there for comparison with 
G r i m '  wllectiom of 1915-17. In the Valley of Ten Thousand 
Smokes, much of which was still barren, six plots of about one- 
eighth acre size of differing d e g r w  of vegetative cover were 
laid out in differing emlogical situation0 as a start toward a long- 
term systematic investigation of the vegetation recovery. Results 
of this initial survey are to be published at an early date by the 
Nationid Park Service ( CahaIewe, written communication). The 
extensive mats of liverworts dscribed by Griggs on the ash-flow 
surface no longer existed in 195334. Algae and mww,  too, had 
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practicafly vanished exmpt for a few sudvom in the throats- of 
the declining f u m m l ~ .  The di~~&ppeamce of &e liverworts, 
dgaq and n r m  f mm the ash flow s u r f m  is related by Cahalane 
to the omation of permeation of the aah by s h m  On the hill 
slopes away from the ash flow ia 1953 and 1964, there rn a 
considerable representation of hornetnil, finweed, mall willows, 
grastxs, and ge-, and in the bottoms of shaIluw depreasiom 
there was abundant alpine wood rush. Wind erosion, sand blaatiw, 
and rapid desiccation of the mh "soil" continued to b important 
debrrants to vegetative recovery on the hill slopes as well aa on 
the valley mh flow. 

At Parlcutin volcano fn Mexico the prolongation of ash erug 
tlom for seveml years a f k  the initial &row &vik of 1943 
acted as a handicap Co the recovery of natural vegetation. The 
problem was studied by Eggler (1948) 254 years after the a t a r t  
of the eruption. Re found that oaks had apparently ~ m i v e d  in 
&sh depth up to 70 inches, alder, in depths up to 69 inches ; a m e  
pin- (6 to 12 i n c h  in diameter), in deptha up to 49 inches; 
Cratwcsgzlar, in depths tu 40 inches; and tFailing-arbutua, up to 35 
inch-. The most hardy ahruba were Cestrum and S m k ,  which 
~umived in ash depths as great ~ E E  50 inches, while the common 
Bcceebris survived after burial to as much as 22 inch- and 
showed ability to put out adventitiouus rmts from the burid 
parts of the stem. Among the herbaceous plants, the prickly 
poppy and mimoaa s u d v e d  ia ash depths up to 29 inches. A mmt 
important survivor in zmh deptha of lesa than 10 inches was Ber- 
muda gmw, which was spreading vegetatively in some weas and, 
with mmewhat less perai~knt c r a w  was acting to cheek er* 
don. Reproduction from seeds in the undisturbed ash had not 
yet become significant for any of the plants by 1946. 

Bare lava flowa appear to require enormously greater time for 
plant colonization than ash depositxi in a similar environment; 
in m n e  cases at least, the recovery lags until windblown or 
w s b r b e  clsstic material Altexg into cracks or is added to the 
surfwe. The smmth lava smface alone ia a dry or cold climate 
would not ordinarily aupport vegetation until: itFf mechdcsl and 
chemical breakdown is well undernay. In m e  tropical regions 
of very high year-round rainfall, however, such aa in pa& of Ha- 
waii and the Belgian Congo, the vegektion d m  not observe this 
restriction, and certain type of t r m  and other planb srpring np 
within a matter of months after the lava wrface (but not nem+ 
garily the interior of the flow) b s  cooled. It may be simply that 
a hydroponic situation. is involved that makw n n n w  a 
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granuh ~ u ~ ~ t ; e  to protmt seeds and rmtleta from intermittent 
desimtion. 

Lichens are commonly the pioneera on bare lava gurfacea 
(Forbes, 1912 ; R o b p  and Lamb, 1939 ; Eggler, 1941), and they, 
perhap with other elemen- forma of plant life able to e n d m  
long @&a of desiccation, may appear on the m k  ~urfaws soon 
a f k  the flow h been mplaced. Although they provide signifi- 
cant aid to the inorganic chemical and rnecbnld  agents of 
rmk weathering in the long process of reducing the surface to a 
condition suitable for mwth of higher orders of plan% doubt has 
been expressed that they are commonly able: themelves to provide 
an adequate mat on which larger plants may subsist. It ie obvim 
that without the intervention of other f&m it would take many 
hundreds or thousands of years to produce a ;true mil in this 
manner. 

Usually there ia at least a amall rsmwnt of airairborn dust de- 
pwiM on the lava surface, md this eventually comes to re& in 
the w w h  and m d l  deprwions that abound on the lava. C r h  
appear to be significant sites for the beginning of reveghtion, 
and, according to Eggler (1941), the most favorable situations 
in the lavas of the Snake River Plains of Idaho are crevices 
just deep and narrow enough to provide a soil in, their bDtimw and 
prohetion from the wind and sun for the aerial park of the plants 
that get a atart. Thin pocket. of soil (in part wind transported) 
on the young Cmizmo basalt flow of south-central New Mexico 
are found by Shields, Mitchell and Drouet (1957) to suppart 
algal and lichen growths, which in turn may be important nitro- 
gen sources for higher order a d  plank It has been found, both 
in Idaho and Hawaii, that plant colonization on smooth (pah- 
hoe) surfaces proc& to: completion somewhat faster than that 
on craggy or rubbly (a) surfam, and this h m  h e n  attributed 
to the availability on the smooth lava of mom suitable sites for 
plant growth in the abundant cracks that cahh the smrrll amount 
of airborne dust. A similar mount  of airborne dust deposited 
on the craggy or rubbly a u r f w  filters down to depths too great 
to  permit germination of the seed or growth of the plants. 
Plant foliage protruding out of the cracka induces additional 

dewtion of windblown mil, as well as providing bulk b the 
depmit in the f m  of fallen leavea and other plant debria from 
season to w o n .  As the m k s  fill up the deposit begins to extend 
laterally over the lava surface and provides a larger area fox 
plant growth but a new enviromenta1 situation. The p h t  types 
zdaptrrble t4, this situation may be different from those that grew 
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in the crevices, and in the Snake River Plain, the new assemblage, 
which also becomes the climax type, is dominated by graaseB and 
sagebrush (Emler, 1941). 

Eruption of abundant pyrmhtfc material simultaneo~ly with 
the l a w  from some vdcancwa leads to mantling of earlier lava 
f l o w  by airborne volcanic ash and immediately givw a great 
advantage in revegetation to these flowa over flows that lack the 
mantle. In this manner a grrtllular "prohxmil" is provided ready- 
made, and on a thick cover of this kind colonization may proceed 
much in the manner discussed above for revegetrrtion of ash de- 
posits on old soil. Many lava flows in a m  of topogmphf c relief 
are favorably situated alm tn receive ash brought in from aur- 
rounding ash-mantled slopes by gravity, water or wind. Where 
there has been appreciable admixture of old soil and organic 
debris, these secondary deposits may even furnigh a medium for 
agricultural rehabi Iitation. 

Long-range beneficial eff& of submarine volcanic aetivitg on 
marine life, analogous in some waya to the be~eficial effects of 
subaerial voIcanism on subaerial plant life discussed above, are 
sugmsted by Buljan (1966), based chiefly on his studies of the 
Adriatic Sea and adjacent waters. He outlines evidence indicating 
that significant amounts of nutrient mahrials, notably compounds 
of phosphorus, nitromn, ailiwn, iron, and others, are introducd 
into waters in a r m  of recurrent submarine volcanic activity, 
chiefly in the dorm of vapor exhalations. T h e  may play an 
important part in increasing the productivity of these a=, and 
in this respect Buij an cites the abundance of marine organisms in 
such volcanically active areas as the Japanese, Indonesian, and 
Aleutian arcs. 
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